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Foreword

When an indiVidual or institution receives federal funds
from Special Education Programs for the development of
a model project, the award is usually made in recognition
of the developer's expertise in a spedific area relate to
the education ,of the handicapped, It is also usually made,,
with the expectation That the results of .* model
development will be communicated to others thrOugh
responsible dissemination? that is, the dissemiriation of
products that have demonstrated effectiveness with the
target population, It is recognized that projects may
develop either a specific product or a process; with that
reOgnition, however'', comes, the expectation that the
prkOs developed will be supported by tangible materials
-print or audio-visual products. Too often, ho ever, the

dissemination of these products never occurs--b-lcause the
( expertise and experience behind the product are not

communicated and packaged effectively. Perhaps. the
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product's purpose is muddl,; the objectives may nbt have
been\ clearly defined.' Perhaps the wrong medium was
chosen to carry the product's message, or perhaps the
target audience was not carefully coflsidered. Too often a
product that. is the result of extensivEr4jrrie, energy, and
money ends up gathering dust on a shelf., wh-e'n'tlt should be
making an impact on the educational system. is;

,

The educators who direct federally'funde\1 model projecW
make up the primary target audience for this volume and
are all involved in some-:kind of product .development.
Ap reciati,ng that those educators are experts in a

rticular educational area, but recognizing that they are
probably not extensively schooled in all aspects of media
development, the editors of this volume have attempted '
to provide information relevant to product development
efforts-. To ptoduce one volume that encompasses "all you
ever wanted to know about everything in- all types of

k... media development" would be, an impossible task. Thig '

volume does, 'hoviever, provide a framework for product
development and can assist the prpduct developer in
making appropriate decisions. -

.,' c '. .

Prefaced by the contention that the decision-making
Process is not always simple, "Making Media Decisions" by
Gary Richman explores the "part science, part art" of
selecting the most appropriate medium to carry the
message of a given product Richman poses and discusses
three fundamental commun'cations questions: What is the
godl? Who is the audienp . What is the message? With a
basic plan formulated as a result of answering these
questions and thereby defining needs, the4developer can
proceed to consider the variables that will determine
exactly what' is to be produced. Richman suggests five
variables: appropriateness, ose, timeliness, production
requirements, and cost. He concludes that-"what makes
any media decision a good, decision is successfully
applying creativity to the product's design, style, and
approach. . ..the best materials are thOse that
successfully combine thoughtful planning with inspired
production."

e.
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In "Marketing Concerns: Design, to Distribution," Carol
Daniels maintains that marketing concerns should involve
even the earliest conceptual stages of product
development. She analyzes' three such concerns as they
affect the planning and deVelopment' of a product: .the
target audience, the competition, and . the marketing
factors Within and external to schools, within or related
to gotiernment (state and federal), and within the
publishing industry. The specific characteristics that
Daniels ,says car. affect or even determine a product's
marketability 'are: completeness, timeliness, auNence,
cOhtent appropriateness, quality, effectiveness data,

-format, market scope, prior dissemination, arid legal
status. She then presents several available distribution
channels, including commercial pilishers, and gives an
overview of the Market Linkage` Project for Special
Education, under LINC Resources, Inc. funded to arrange
for the commercial, distribution of ,special education
products.

I . ..In "The Print Plioduct: Design, Development, and
Production," Kathleen Cotton stresses the
predevelopment importance /cif establishing target',
audience, purpose, and need. Cotton then goes 'on to
discuss five oajor formats fol.. educational print products.:
awareness materials, manuals /guides, reports, student
materials, and instruments and forms. The need for
disclaimers, assurances, permissions, and copyright is
covered, followed by a general segment on production and
another on distribution.

"The Nonprint ,Prbduct: .Design, DevelopmeAt, and
Production" by Judith Mann and Ann Murphy stresses .the

-,, importance'of planning for product development, focusing
on the basic initial decisions about the needs and
characteristics of the target audience, and the purpose of
and need for the intended.,product. Various questions are
presented, the answers to which lead the developer to a
specific format selection. The, major non1kint media
formats discussed are slides and slide tapes, filmstrips,
films, audio tapes, video, videodisc, and 'television.

ix
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Within each section, advantages and disadvantages, o4
each format4as well as "how-to" hints) are presented, the
use of professionals or in-house personnel is
'recommended, and the costs are indicated.

In the final 'chapter, Carter Allen and Lily A. Kliot
address the evaluation'of dissemination, defined there as
"those activities which promote the wider use of effective
practices, and hence includes both the distribution of
products and the provision of other services in support of
dissemination." The article, entitled "Some Guidance for
the Evaluation of Dissemination Activities," contends that
"the best dissemination aims at the transfer of an
educational practice :from one setting to another." and
that "evaluation and dissemination are equal partners" in
this effort. The chapter is divided into three majet-.
sections: the- first discusses the nature of and stages in

) dissemination and clarifies the role of evaluation in
.dissemination. The second section suggests appropriate
questions and resources for evaluation. The third section
focuses on product development and evaluation in the
context of dissemination. The final section prOvides full
information needed to access each evaluation .resgurce,
with brief annotations.

Throughout this volume; each chapter includes a thorough
discussion of the topic, a glossary of frequently uied-

% terms appropriate to the particular topic, and a detailed
list of resources, incjuding. agencies, organizations, and
published material. Educational product developers
compose the audience for this documentthe objective'it
to assist them in the vaEidrus decision-making and
technical processes that *lead to an appropriate, usable
product.

ally Bulford
Managing Editor
LING Resources, Inc.
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, Making Media Decisions
Gary RitEman

As you 'are reading this very first sentence, it may have
already ,occurred.3o you that someone has made. the
decisibn that the following i-naterial--41at to consider
when making deocisions about media--will be presented to
you in print. Other media formats- could -have, been
chosen. You might,, instead). be watching a,fitm now (all
that action really holds your attention), or vi'ewing a
slide-tape presentation (the colorful slides and graphics
really help organize the material), or this could be a live
presentation with lots of charts and graphs or overhead
transparencies- (personal communication can be soeffecti4). Perhpps you're,thinking to yourself, no, Pm
glad Pm reading this, but wouldn't it be better...: if it
had photopraphs, or charts,- or diagrams; if it were
shorter, or just a leaflet instead of a chapter in this book;
or if it were printed in bright colors with larger type. Or,
yoti might be thinking that audio-visual, materials wouldn't
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be such' a bad idea, but wouldn't it be better if it werelbn
video cassette to .watch or the video player at; the office,

/ or maybe if,it were oh public television -at. hOrne some
evening.

After considering many alternatives, like those mentioned
above, someone decided that the best choice for the
presentation of this material was theOrint medium. What"
went into that decisicircZ, Certainly .the audience was tl
important; there was a special target audience in mind,
and each got a copy of this book. But physically
reaching the audience isn't the'only issue in communicat-
ing. There are other factors, such as objectives.-- what
should happen as a result of thq communication; the
medium -- what is the appropriate means to present the
material; the format --what is the .most appropriate way
to package the materiel within the-r.nedium;_the timing
.can the material be delivered to the audience in time 'to

-be useful; and the cost -- how complex will it be to
produce, reproduce, or use the materials; hovi many
people will be involved; how much is their time worth; and
how much, time will it take. Whenever we want to
disseminate information we must make media decisidns,
which means considering factors such as these. The
factors are relatively easy to describe, but the decision.
making process is not always simple. Communicating
effectively is part science, pprt art. Unfortunately, there
is no universal template which, when placed over 'a
communications problem, results in the single' correct
answer about what medium, format, and §tyle is best
suited in each situation. Like aRy problem, however,
applying logic and creativity to making media decisions
increases the chance of reaching an, effective solution.

1 0
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Making` Media Decisions

Furidamental Communications Questions
,..

Before selecting the appropriate medium, developers must
answer three questions fundamental to communications:
What is the goal? Who is the audience? What is the
message? These questions are basic to-effective com-
munications. Answering these questions is like taking a
compass readingy in that the answers give direction. If
you read the compass at the.beginning of the journey, it.
should be easy to travel in the right direction. 4. If you
don't read the compass until well into the journey, there .is
a good chance that you will go off course, or even get
lost. If the point of this simile seems, obvious, the
principle it illustrates is violated with depressing
regularity. The single most common, and often most
serious, pitofall to making effective media decisions Is
skipping, these basic questions and jumping immediately to
producing a product.

Does the following scenario sound familiar? In-a staff
meeting, everyone agrees there are some communications
issues about -the program to be addressed. Someone says,
What we need is a good brochure. Someone else
volunteeri, I used to work at KWTV and I could get us
socne air time for ptiblic service announcements on tele-
viion -- free! As interest picks up, someone suggests that
she could take some slides to use on,the television spot
and they could be phOtos for the brochure. That would be
very l'economical. Before realizing it, the staff has
planned a4brochure and a "free" television spot. What is
missing is a goal,_a target audience, and a message, What
can hopper-Lin this kind of situation is that the products
begin. to dictate what is said and to whom. For example,
as the meeting continUes the staff decide that because TV
reaches a broad audience, the message should be kept
very general -- maybe just say the project's, name and
What it does.. The brochure might go into a little more
detail. If what the project really needs, however; is to
communicate to teachers, administrators, and parents the

f
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value of mainstreaming, then,the commiinication is off to
a very littad start. No matter how professional the
television spot 'wd brochure, they will not contribute
much toward meeting the project's'communication needs.
Nor is the -TV ;spot really free, for the staff have
consumed valuab1e time and energy for little or no return
on their inveitment.

The Goal oec

Thinking through" a communications problem should always
be the first steep-- and that begins with the question:
What do we want to say to whom and why? The answers
are necessarily interrelated, but let's begin by examining
them individually. First, what is the goat of the com-
munication? When we are thinking of curriculum

-,materials, the concept erf instructional objectives is
familiar. A unit on math might be designed to teach the
numerals 1-10. If the instructior4. objectives can be
Written in behavioral terms, the focdg is really sharpened.
Behavioral objectives such as, The student wjll be able to
count from one to ten or The .student will be able to add
without error any two single -it numbers, make the
communications goal clear and concrete. The principle
applies to other forms of communication. if you can
answer the question, Why do we want to communicate?
with a statement in the format, So that the audience will
respond (behave) in a'particular way, you will achieve the
sharpest possible focus.

Often media materials are referred to as informational or
attitudinal; with these, the .objective is not for the
audience to do something as much as to know, feel,
think something. For example, you might want to tell
someone about your program or the importance of day
care or the self-esteem a child gains from being main-
streamed. Information and attitudes are appropriate
communications goals which also can often be expressed
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in behavioral terms, because attitudes, knowledge, ,and
feelings result in actions. For example,' an initial
communication to make support agencies aware of project
services might actually have the goal of stimulating
,health care professionals to make appropriate referrals.
With that goat clearly articulated, recorded, and visible,
you can design, write, and distribute better, moreeffective materials. Similarly, if an attitudinal goal is
stated, to eliminate teacher resistance to having children
with handicaps in their classtooms; the statement helps
identify who constitutes the audience and what their
concerns are. Knowing the audience -and the objective,
you can determine the most appropriate approkh and
materials.

4

The Audience

k
Identifying why you want to communicate -- what the
goal iso- also helps to clarify who the audience is. The
more you know about the audience, the better decisions
you can make about how to communicate, with them,'
because you'll know to whom you are talking.

What can you know about. the audience? Many o,f its
characteristics can be'described; for example: How big is
it?' Is it an individual or a group? Where is it located?
What characteristics do its constituents share? What are
their-concerns? What are their problems? Is the audience
homogeneous or ma up of many distinct subgroups?

.
,4 Take as an example the audience for a curriculum

product: Perhaps it is, comprised of teachers, more
_specifically, special education teachers, and even more
specifically, special education ehers of severely
physically handicapped pupils under age eight in a three-
state region. Suddenly the audience is in focus --
clarified. Now it's time to, figure out how many people
there are in the audience, what kinds' of media might be

I
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effective in attracting their attention, and which thipgi
they might have in common which will help-assess how
best to communicate with them.

If the audience is not so easily defined by occupation,
then it might possibly be identified by the kinds of
decisions its constituents make. Perhaps.the_eventual
product needs to reach anyone who does a certain thing --
in this case anyone who ,inflUences curriculum decisions.
The audience, then, would ificlude teachers, of course, but
it would also include. principals, school board membe,rs,,
parents, scftool superintendents, assistant superintendents'
for special educ d curriculum develop"ment, and-so
on. What c terns do these groups have in common?
What concerns separate therri? As you begin to .answer
'these questions, you can begin to decide what apprciaches

to use with all. the subgroups and what approaches might
be_addressed to each subgroup.

An answer which is ,given far too often to the question,
Who iMhe audience, is: the general public. This is really
not answer because it implies thatisthe decision maker
knows, nothing about, the age, occupation, location, or

13other' characteristics of the ience. But what the
decision maker usually means is t the audience is so
broad and so varied that it is difficult' to make any valid

.
generalizations. The public is a collection.4subgroups,
and effective, communkcation means thinking about which
subgroups are most important to the 4taThment of the.
objective, what the distinct information needs are of each
group ;' and what will motivate them. As the subgroups
become defined, it may become clear- that each one
requires a slightly -different message; or that each
requires the same message, but delivered through a

different medium. ,.

The' more'you know about the audience, the easier it will
be to fashion the message and product, to get the desired
result. lf,_._for___example, you,,want_to_react,public health
nurses in Order to encourage their referrals, it would be
helpful to know what kinds of information they alreagly

In
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have,. Are they aware ,of the program?* Do they know
aboUt it, but just donit. make referral's? Why not? Is tl-le
process tbo complex? Is there some administrative
.bart:ier.? Do they 'misunderstand the 'program?

14i order to communicate, you must ask and answer these
questions all the time. When you develop an instructional
program° for a child, you begin by finding out what the
child,already knows and can do, and what motivates that
child. Advertisers pay substantial amounts Of money for
audience research to find out who makes the buy,idpg
decision on particular products and ,why they choose one
brand over another. Generally developers can't afford
that type of research, and usually _their ati'dience is too
large to really individualize the message. But the
principle is the same, and you must do whatever possible
to find out about the target audience. It may be effective
to survey a small sample, or just to talk to a few members
of the potential audience informally, or to look at what
kinds of efforts have been successful with that group in
the past. Another strategy. is :to haite members of the
target audience review proposed materials, then use their
comments to help shape the decision on the product and
message.

The Content

The end result of this audience analysis -effort should be
messages which address the concerns or needs of the
target audience and 'which trigger the desired objectives.
Let's return to the mainstrearfiing example., The general
message concerns the self-esteem children derom
being mainstreamed. But as the audience is brokendown
into subgroups, more specific messages may be discerned.
With administrators, the message might stress the
educational benefits and cost .effectiveness of main-
streaming. The message to teachers might address the
"how to's" of dealing' with handicapped children in the

7 ,1
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.,regular classroom. The message to parents might try to
allay their fears. The end result light be a single media
product (a slide tape) hich addrAses each audience .and
message, or a series \f sepa'rate products (brochures)
geared to each audience, or a comtithation of both. The
point is that when the basic questions of who, what, and
why have been thoroughly considered and answered, the
next question is: Whal should be produced that will fulfill
the objectivesZ This planning process need not be long. It
may be possible to sit down and in 10 minutes write out
the objectives, audience(s), and message(s) in three or
four sentences; if so, then proceed. But if. these are not
clearly enough focused so that they can be written out, it
is necessary to take the time to think and plan. This time

ct. will be well spent. -

W h the basic plan in hand, you are ready to make media
decisions about what to produce, in other words, what
'Medium will be most effectiye. The range of choices is
almost infinite. The variables that must be considered
are:

1. Appropriateness. What is the best format in
which to present the material?

2.' Use. How will the materials be used?

3. Timeliness. Are there any deadlines for the
finished material?

4.. Production requirements.' What skills and
facilities are needed to produce it and do they
match the skills' and facilities which are
accessible?

5. Cost. What is the cost to produce, to market,
to user to reproduce the material?

Appropriateness. Lets begin by examining appro-
priateness. There is a natural .tendency to wish that
media decisions could be made neatly and with scientific

Q
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precision -- just plug in the target audience; topics, and
objectives, and out comes the answer. Unfortunately, it
doesn't work that way.

Our creativity enables us to find all sorts. of solutions to
media questions; even when tdking into account budget
constraints, there' is always more than one way to
approach a problem using media. This is not to imply that
all content and all objectives are equally effective in any
medium. What can be done cheaply and effectively in one
format might be expensive and ineffective in another.
And some thingsjust naturally lend themselves to one
kind of presentation rather than another.

One 'important point to remember is that face-to-face
communication makes any media product more effective.If face-to-face communicaVn is feasible and cost
effective, then it should be used. Developers' goals,
however, are usually a bit more complex than Motivating
consumers to buy Brand XYZ soap. Sb media materials,
standing alone, are usually not sufficient to achieve the
communications and instructional objectives. Developers
can use media most effectively as part of a total com-
munications effort, which includes interpersonal
communications. Certainly most curriculum material fits
this description: So do other materials; a film or slide
show about a pr gram re far more effective if used as
part of a speaking pr sentafion than if merely, sent out
alone on request.

_ .

Although the exceptions are numerous and often notable,
some types of topics gravitate to certain media. Appeals
to our attitudes and emotions are, generally portrayed

m.ost effectively with visual material --.eapeEte,ily
visal material. Films and slide-tape presentations can
use, pictures, voices, and sound effects that give the
viewer a genuine feeling for time, place, and people. But,
of course, so do all the great novelists, and they use just. \

sthe printed page.
.
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Convetsely, vast amounts of technical material in a 'film
or slide show would probably either go past the audience
too quickly for them to retain the information presented
or move so slowly that the presentation might not retain
the audience. There are, however, excellent examples of

audio-visual presentations on technical ilaies. They
might be self-instructional units designed to be used at
the viewer's' pace, or they might be supplemented with
workbooks and classroom exercises, and so on. It is

probably apparent by now that the medium for any given
objective is not solely dependent onon= the nature of the
objective; that t just one in a cluster of variables.

Use., How the material will be used is another va'r\iable.
The thought given to determining the audience in the
preliminary planning stage helps determine how t
material will be used. Will it be used in a classroom, a
one -day seminar, a presentation, a one-to-one
consultation, or sent out to a mailing list? It is painful to
think of the money wasted on materials which were
produced without any thought given as to how they would
be used; when the time came to use them, they weren't
appropriate, or they r'iever got into the hands of the target
audience. When deciding to produce audio-visual ,

materials, consider t e ease. or difficulty of showing the
materials. Films are easy to show, and projector's are
usually the easiest piece of equipment to find, borrow, or
rent. Video equipment varies greatly. In theory it is as
easy to show a video tape as to turn on a television set.
But if you don't own or have access to that equipment,
you may someday have to show that video tape on a
monitor that makes the program look like news footage Of
a blizzard in Duluth. Even when you have the appropriate
video equipment, if the use of the material calls for a lot
of travel to conferences and workshops, try the following:
pick up the monitor and carry it around the building twice
and then think carefully about what medium you went the
material shown in after all.

The same warning goes for slide-tape pres'entations. If
the product must travel, it is best to avoid multiscree

ik
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mukiprOjector slide-tape ,shows. If you can bring the
audience to you, then multi-image showt can often be
even more exciting than film and far less expensive. But
if you heve to take the show on the road, or if you have to
send it out for someone else to show, single-projector
programs are best. One screen, one projector slide-tape
presentations are portable and easy'to use.

If You plan to send out the material regularl be used
by others, theh it would be best to know in advance what
kinds of equipment are available to them. The product
'should be offeted. in a format compatible With the
equipment to be used by the audience. Fortunately,
audio-visual products are flexible,- Slide tape and film
can both be converted to video tape for distribution, if'
that is what is needed. Slide-tape shows can also be made
into filmstrips. If.access to equipment is a problem or if
the target audience is _best reached individually, then
exclusively use god print materials. They are always
easy to use and easy to transport.

Very often developers are ,confronted .not with ,a single
media decision, but with a serieiJof decisionl: What do
people need to see Or know about the program befue

intonto detail with them? What additional materials
Must they have in order to use °the program's curriculum?
What can be used to answer general inquiries? In other
words, different goals for different audiences mean
different messages; thu.s, it may be necessary to produce

-different materials to be used individually or together in
the appropriate situation. What results should be
materials that work together.. As an example, your
project.might need a slide- tape show with an overview of
the program, a printed curriculum guide for teachers, and
a general fabt sheet and brochure.

OW

In addition to how media products will be used,
when they are needed is another key variable in the
decision about which meditfrn to select. Everything that is
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43bs take time.
e materials are
plebrOchure or a

trk. same
° ',A tbout a brochure

e than Gone With
pits. Nonetheless,
cotimitments. The

prtpter will take from one week t 6 months, depending
on the size and complexity of prdject, to return
finished print materials. How long it takes to zwrite;
design, type or typeset, paste-up, and probf a brochure;
.booklet, or book must be added to the printing time. Most
printers, given specific informatiori and accurate deliQery
time of the rough or camera-ready materials, can give
accurate production time estimates.

Audio-visual prOcts tyke longer, Even a very simple
slide-tape presentation will take. a Mortth to plan, write,
shoot ,the slides and graphics, rect1d' the narration and
music, and -synchronize. It hal been done in lest time but
what usually suffers is the provarn's quality, the
producer's health, or both.

Films are expensive and rushing production is foolish. A
good 15- to 30-minute documentary would reasonably -take
anywhere from three or four months toga year. The _time
it takes to produce video materials varies greatly with the
cbntent, intended use, and format (1/2" open reel, 3/4"
cassette, dr 1" or 2" tape). A 20- minute tape of a staff
training session 'of a Cl-tild and a therapist interacting
could be shot in one afternoon. A tape which follows a
child over time, compares children, dor- surveys teaching
techniques requires much more time to shoot, and editing
becomes part of the schedule as well. Distribution time
or television programrhing schedules will need to be
considered in appropriate cases.

0 9,
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Production Requirements. The production requirements,
both skills and facilities, are the -next variables to
consider. Skills include those available in- house,,through
volunteers, or through paid experts. Almost any product,
from a brochure to an audio-visual presentation, with
various- exceptiorl can be produced by amateurs.
Unfortunately, sometimes they look arbateurish.

Print materials are definitely the easiest.t.g produce. If
anyone on staff 'has an eye for materikls that look goad,

° can use a few simple ,tools of the trade, and can write
clearly, a developer can_ produce effective printer)
materials in-house; however, when in-house talent is
lirited to prose suitable only for grapt proposals and to
desin favoring the phone book, the ,luckily, skilled help
in wilting and designing print prodactt is usually easy 05
find and not too expensive.

Slide-tape presentations can also be done rather simply.
A'.good amateur photographer who ;titian write clearly
(always an importanL skill) can easily pick iv the rest of
the skills --simple graphics and sound recording. For the
irhouse producer, Kodak (see Res-ource Section) publishes
a series of excellent publications on producing slide-tape
shows.

Simple video is truly simple -- justEu-1.n it 6n and point the
camera. As video shows become more ambitious, the
technical equipmenegets more complex and the skills-
become more specialized. The biggest problem with video
is access to the tight equipMent. If the equipment is
available*, however, anyone not intimidated by lots of
knobs and dials can learn to use it.

These various skills are technical. in nature; the most
important skill, however, is creativ.e thinking. Creativity
means taking the sentencd or two .identified as the
message and ,coming up with an exciting, attention -
getting, memorable, motivating way,. to . present it. It
means finding a style and approach that will grab the
audience's attention and not let go. If the creative ideas

13
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are. generated in-house, people with technical skills are
relatively easy to find. If help is needed with the creative
aspects of the materials, search it out. It costsialmdst as
much ,(sometimes more) to produce drab -printed materials
and yawn-stimulating audio-visual materials as it does
good ones. And what can result from overambitious and
ill- prepared endeavors is a bargain price on a product
that doesn't do the job.

Costs. Probably the -most common question asked in
making media decisiongis,. What will it cost? Obviously
the cost factor is important, but it shouldn't bey the
controlling factor in all media 'decisions. The cost of
producing materials in aily medium varies over- a broad
range and the ranges for different media overlap. Given
a fixed budget, there is still a considerable choice of
which medium to produce materials in. Withina given
medium, the budget will be very different fOr the Rolls
Royce- model than for the Toyota. To carry -this
automotive .!Metaphor one step further, the secret .to
producing media materials is similar to that in manketing
cars. Most people can only afford the compact car, but if
it has the look and feel of the Rolls, it will be a big
success. Fortunately, this kind of creativity in design is

, more plentiful in media production than in building cars.

Part of the creativity in -media production is taking the
resources that are available and making the best possible
product. Current feature films offer an analogy.

0 Heaven's Gate cost nearly $40 million to produce and still
is a critical and fin racial failure. The Return of the
Secaucus Severn, a recent success both critically and
financially, was produced for about $60 thousand. The
point these two extremes illustrate is that a big budget is
no guarantor of quality, nor is a small budget necessarily
a barrier to it. What .the writer/director of Secaucus
Seven did is what all of us must" :16 to develop effective
materials in any medium. He looked at his resources and
planned a film, that he could produce with that budget

14
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rio cast of thousands, no elaborate costume drama, no car
crashes or burning cities -- just creative writing and
professional production. The onus on educational product
developers is to prOduce products that are creatively'
designed and planned so that the budget available allows
for quality production. Simplicity -- of design and
production -1" is not synonymous . with inferiority;
simplicity is, rather, a governinq concept lor.. decision
making which often resultt in superior products.

With that prefav, let's examine some of the figures.
Print materials can be produced at low cost. A brochure
designed to be printed on 591er-gd stock 'with one color of
ink. might cost under $11710 4for 1,000 copies. Black and
white photos, additional colors of. ink, and more pages all
raise the price, but not dramatically. Of course,, a few
more pages, slick paper, and fuik.color photographs will
result in the Rolls Royce model, an the costs will reflec
the difference. One full color photOgraph will add $300 or
more to the production of those 1000 brochures'.

Book-length, documents pare ,naturi,911y Omore exp9nsive,
especially if the pages are typeset rather than typed.
Still, there are many options on the ,kind of cover design
and method of printing and binding, so that a 100 -page
document might cost from $1,000 to $5,000 to produce.

Economies of scale are 'especially drarric with printed
materials. In the.,example of the simple brochure above,
the first one off the press would cost about $85, the next
999 about $15. The bookathat costs p5,000 to produce
could have a unit cost as low as $2 each -- if the number
produced is large: enough. So, when designiRg print
product, design, them to lett (don't put the entire
staffs names on the brochure)*-- then print as many as.,
can be reasonably used and a few extras. A few extra
printed brochures or even large books cost very little
compared to the expense of reprinting.

Slide preentations can be pr6duced Is cheaply as the cost
of a roll or two of film. A more reasonable estimate for a

15'
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10-15.minute4show with slides, simple graphics) narration,
* and rnustc, if done in-house, is about" $3A0. to $500. For a

slightly more sophisticated production, a professional
might ask $3,500 to $7,000. The equipment needed to
produA and Sho'w ,a slide-tape presentation (35mm
camera, slide projector, and cassette tape recorder) will
fall between $1,900 and $2,000.

,
Video production gear is expensive -- $10 thousand
minimum for a camera, recorders, and monitor, which
give only the most rudimentary editing C=apability. The
sky is the limit on video equipment cost. Fortunately,
many schools and universities have, video facilities to
which developers might have access. The cost of video
tape is about'. $30 per 'hour, and it is reuseable. As a
consequence, video materials can be produced very
cheaply. But a warning: video often-reflects the cost it
took to produce it. High quality video materials suitable
for television brciadcast can be just as expensive as film.

And how 'expehsive is film?. For even a relatively simple
film, a filtnmaker would budget , between $1,000 and
$2,000 per finished ,minutd. An in-house film unit' of a
university media center or a public' or commercial
television station might charge only $400 to $600 per
minute. Film is not a medium to be ventured into on a
shoestring budget. "

9

Cost has another dimension,riqich needs to be considered
as well. Money . is not the only budget item; time is
valuable. Consider how much time members of the staff
are investing in developing and designing any media
product. If two or three staff people spend six months
developing a terrific parent' training module, it may. be
false-economy to budget only a couple of hundred dollars
to package and distribute it. Some money can be saved by
producing materials in-house, rather than paying a
professional; the trade-off is money for staff time. If
staff energies are better spent elsewhere, then this
approach may also be, false economy. So, whemyou make
Media decisions, consider cost factors as both time and
money.
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Summary

Making appropriate decisions about media is not difficultif the process is consider'ed carefully. By identifying
goals, audiences, and messages, needs come into focus.
Then, when considering the variables of appropriateness,projected use, time deadlines, available skills, and costs,
the range of possible alternatives will narrow. Whatmakes any media decision a good decision is successfully
applying creativity to the product's design, style, and
approach. Communication is both a science and an art,and the best materials are those that successfullycombine thoughtful planning with inspired production.

\
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Marketing Concerns: Design to
Distribution
Carol Daniels

I

Marketing has been defined by Webster as "all businesi'
activity involved in the moving of "goods from the

,producer to the- consumer,, including selling, advertising,
packaging, etc." To the developer of educational
materials, this definition might be applied to the actual
distribution of finished products. Markting concerns,
however, come into play much earlier -- during the
developmental stages 'of a product, even to the
conceptualization and planning stages of the product. In-
order for a product to be ultimately marketable, there
must initially be a close match between product
objectives and audience use. Furthermore, these products
should prove to be "marketable" whether the developers'
themselves or a commercial company are involved in
moving the product to the ,user. Therefore, it is
Important that product developers address marketing
+oncerns during the planning, creation, and testing of
their products.-
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For developers working under government contracts, the
materials to be produbed are probably specified in the
contract. Those working under grants are probably
committed to the development of a' process (conducting
research, studying a given population, conducting
workshops, etc.), but in many cases,. tangible materials
such as booklets, tests; films, tapes, and the like will be
needed to accomplish .or demonstrate the process. For
either grantees or contractors, thorough planning with the
end user in mind, awareness of factors that could make
the final product more useful and therefore more likely to
be used, and willingness to adapt the materials based on
use will make the final product more marketable. Also, it
is more economical in dollars and time to develop

ymaterials for a future use which is independent of
develbper involvement and to, 4ep in mind from the
beginning a potentially larger audience than the original

rt,audience of the specific model p ct. Making decisions
about the potential future use a product not yet
developed or a broad audience for its distribution are, in
many way'S, "best guess" efforts. With preliminary market
research, , however, these "best guesses" can become
informed choices, and information gathered becomes
guidelines. Crucial to a market analysis is information on
the target audience," the competition, and various
marketing influences. .,

Knowiiig the Competition

When publishers and producers review a piospective new
product, questions frequently asked about the product
include: 1) How is the product different? 2) Why is it
better than existing products? and 3) Has it been proven
effective with the intended audience? In order io'answer
the first two questions, the developer must be aware of
already existing products which may be similar to, and
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therefore' considered competitive with, the planned"product. Although contracts and grants contain certain
specifications, developers still have' some room for
choice, and knowing in advance and checking out what
available products are similar to the one planned help
developers to plan their product so thatEit is of more
benefit to the ultimate users than those presently
available, and therefore more marketable in the eyes of
potential publishers.

A number of strategies and resources can be utilized to
conduct a competitive product search. A natural starting
point is the expertise of the developer or the developer's
colleagues. Chances are that the developer and4or the
colleagues will be awaref of several products that are
currently being used to accomplish the objectives of the
proposed product. The developer can ask members of the
target audience ...Dr those who work- with the target
audience about products or resources currently being
used. Personnel in instructional media centers 'and
professional education libraries can be excellent sources
of information, and they can frequently offer feedback
from the practioners they serve. In addition, the
developer can scan professional journals and newsletters
to locate advertisements and relevant rey4ews of products
that may be similar to proOted development efforts.

Developers can also obtain catalogs or brochures .from
companies or organizations that have published or
produced products in the area under consideration. Some
of the larger publishers have field representatives who are-
knowledgeable about educational products. They can. beinvited to offer product demonstrations as well as to
discuss the proposed project. DeVelopers can also consult
specialized bibliograpVes, catalogs, or reference books
that have been compiled by information specialists in
.various fields. Organizations serving a particular
handicapping condition and those focusing on,,a partitular
curriculum area often provide such specialized resources.
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To do a more thorough search, a developer can use the
information services provided by the appropriate national
clearinghouses, many of whih maintain large
computerized databases, to obtain comprehensive, current
resource listings. To avoid the common pitfall of such
services--information 'overload, with' few useful
references--the developer should take the time to discuss
the specific request in detail with the person actually
conducting the search. The more information provided,
including explanation of professional jargon, the better
the chances of retrieving manageable and pertinent
information.

A sampling of national infor+nation clearninghouses is

included in the Resources section. The nearest librarian
or resource center direc can provide additionalt445.,,In
information.ebout those liste d about other sources
available. In many instances, the local information
contact can provide' searches of these databases at no
charge or for a nominal fee.

Factors Which Affect Marketing

Marketing involves many factors that must be taken into
consideration during product development in order to end
up with a product that can be distributed to ,its widest
potential,, whether the distribution activity is commercial
or not. Knowing about these factors will save time and
money in the long run and will result in a product that will
prove useful to the most people possible. Generally, these

ti can be classified into fActors 1) within schools, 2) external
to schools, 3) within dr related to government (state and
federal), and 4) within the publishing industry.

32
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Factors Within Schools

t4

shifts 'in academic emphasis, product efficacy, userreaction, budget allotments, and `current instructional'materials are major factors within the, school settingwhich shoiJld be considered during product development.
The developer should give thought to the followingquestions.

Stress on back-to-basics. With today's stress on
back-to-basics, where will the instructional materials
dollars be spent?

Emphasis on accountability for learning by students
and accountability of instruction by teachers. Is
there a means of proving that the productitunder
consideration actually teaches or improves skills?

- Reaction to product by teachers and students. Is thi;
product being developed- according to acceptedteaching practices and will the students react
favorably to-the product?

- Amounts of money available at the local level to buy
inetructional'materials. After salaries, energy costs,
busing expenses, and so on are taken out of the
budget, how much actually is left to purchase
instructional materials? .

- Types of instructional- materials presehtly used. Isthis produCt an improvement over the type of
instructional materials presently being used for the
same purpose? Is the product adaptable to computer
software for future use?
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Similar to the previous factors withirl schools, external
, factors to be considered include. budget. .allotments,

product efficacy, reaction to product, and safes levels.
Any may strongly influence the marketability of a

product. Responding to these factors during 'product
planning, and designing the product in accordance with
'the results, can significantly improve the marketability of
the future product. These factors include the following:

- Reaction to product by- parents, school boards, and
others. Will t they find the. content the product

.
acceptable for use with students?

Rising costs due to inflation. Will there by any
instructional materials dollars left alyfter available
funding is useefor raise's negotiated by unions,' higher
energy costs, increased costs of busing, and other
items? ,

Problems with sources of school supplort due to
taxpayer revolts. If taxpayers continue to refuse to
support' levies for school purpbses, will alternate
means of support be forthcoming and, if so, will they
be adequate to cover instructional materials?

- Emphasis on standardized testing. Will this iroduct
teach materials that ape included in standardized
testing? If Snot, are there data to support the value
of this product?

Elementary-high-sChocil sales. Are the tales being
generated by publishing companies adequate to
encourage any of these companies to add this product
to the liner
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Factors Within the Government,

Federal mandates and budget allocations also greatly
affect the sales of newly developed educational materials.
The developer should consider the followickg factors:

- Amounts of monies appropriated by the federal and
state governments for ,edbcation. With the changes
in federal fiinding for education, how will the states
*allocate the money, and will the states compensate
for the cuts in federal funding?

- Federal mandates on populations to be served by the
schools. Will the instructional materials dollars that
are available be spent on the populations the federal
government has mandated to be served, will those
dollars have to be shared, and what are the chances
that those mandate will continue?

Factors Within the Publishing Industry

Even given favorable internal and external circumstances,
and Federal and state allocations, factors which affect
marketing decisions exist within the publishing indiqtry
itself. These include.: a

-- Determinatron of the importance of allocating
resources for the acquisition of materials. In ligh)of
today's economy and market, are publishers keeping
staff product developers on salary? Are ublishers
looking for products that are already de eloped but.

\need refinement, packaging, inventor , and
marketing? Are publishers reluctant to aad new
products?

Importance placed by publishers on material? that are
completely developed and field tested.. Are,
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publishers'concentraking gn completely developed and
tested materials because they aratcautious about the
market and want to be sure thaerany addition is as
sure a bet as is possible? Are they cutting back on
staff developers? Are publishers,. aware that
Purchasers are becoming more discriminating in light
of shrinking instructional materials dollars?

Publishers' view of the elementary and high sctrol
market. What do publishers consider the overall
potential .of the market?; What, are publishers
considering marketable products, given all the forces
at work? Is there a need for specific. materials and
are there dollars available to buy them? Are
publishers actively seeking new products?

Whether planning to find a commercial publisher or a
marketing agency, ultimate success depends on whether
publishers feel that the designated' buyers, ,(e.g. school
districts) will not only want to pFchase the,product, but
on whether they will have the funds available to purchase
it. If 'publishers hypothesize that the answer is no, the
product will not be marketed commercially, no matter
what marketing avenue is pursued.

Whatever means e used to market a' product there ,is
always the need to determine at what stage of production
it shiRted be mark ted. Unfortunately, there is no set
rule. 'ach publishe has standaOs of what is thought to
be commercially app sling; therefore, submitted material
will probably be rew rked somewriat, if only to rearrange
the cover or reorganize the front matter. Also, publishers
are concerned about the cost of production, and formats
may be chariged to reduce cost if commercial publication
is desired; therefore, a lot of projct money should not be
invested in a' perfectly finished product unless it .is a
requirement of the contract or grant.

26
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Common Issues in Educational Product Development

'Common' issues arise that 1h-eve been known to prevent the
commercial distribution of educational products. Theseproblems and accompanying explanations are presented to
offer an idea of some factors to consider when developing
a product.

Completeness. The product must contain_ all componentsesser*ial to effective use. A typical evmple of not being
complete is the omission of user instructions that wouldpermit the product to stand alone, independent of
developer assistance. A curriculum, for example,' with noinstruction to the teacher on how to apply, the new
concepts and materials it contains, either via aninstructor's manual or in an introductory settion, will not
stand alone. Without these instructions, a teacher new to
the curriculum would depend on a ctnsultant or inservice
trainer; for methods of using the materials.

Timeliness. The product must reach the market, before
others have produced a "local" product to meet the need.'
The product must represent an instructional approach that
will be accepted and used by practitioners at the time itwill 'be available. Given market economics, the product
must reach a publisher at a time when the publisher has
resources available that allow for manufacturing;

*marketing, and distributing the product. Although a
developer cannot predict the finances of, a publisher, he or
she should be aware that even if the product is effective,
a need for it is demonstrated, 'and a publisher is
interested, financial commitments may prevent that
publisher fromhandling the product. Timing is critical,

Target Audience. The p o ct must fit the needs and
characteristics of the tar t audience. In characterizing

, the target audience for a oduct, it is helpful to consider
them as primary, secondary, and alternate users. The
primary audience comprises those users for whom the
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materials ,are specifically designed (e.g., Children are the
primary users of a curriculum). They are the ones \ t_h..9 will
benefit from the prograr4, and they are the ones for whom

mot of the program materials will be design* Product
developers must keep in mind, however, those who will be
buying the materials for the users. They ere the secondary
users and, in 'terms of marketing, they may be as

impoitant as, or in fact, more important than, the
primary audience. It is important to remember that
children do not make buying decisions about their
instructional materials; "-principals, learning resource
specialists, and teachers do. School boards and parents,
among others, may influence some of those decisions.

Alternate audiences are also important in terms of
distribution potential. Many times, alternate audiences
emerge as the product_ is developed when people see, hear,
or read about it. Other times, it is possible to predict
alternate audiences. For example, the primary audience
for a certain curriculum might be' elementary level, se

visually impaired students; with only slight modification;
however, tile developer might find that secondary-aged
mentally retarded students can use it as well: an alternate
audience has been determined. Needless to say, alternate
audiences increase the market for a product and, thus,
increase'its appeal to commercial publishers, producers,
and disseminators. Of course, the first obligation of a
developer is to prepare materials in the way that is best-o
for the primary audience; biit if at all possible, the
developer should identify alternate audiences sand design
the product' for their use as well. Generally, this can be
done with no detriment to the, primary user and with great
benefit to the marketing potential of the product
Provided the materials 'are prepared well, materials with
greater audience potential stand' a greater &fence of
Attracting publisher interest.

n tailoring a product for primary and secondary
udiences, many characteristics must be determined,
ncluding: age, reading level, disability,
ccupation/training, and needs and interests. Assessing
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your audience along these dimensions will provide
valuable information for product development. The closer
the product design is correlated with the characteristics
of the Intended audience, the higher its probability of
success. The mostaluable source of these kin of data
on potential audiences will probably come from the
developer's own expertise. As alucators, developers of
educational products are already aware of the potential
users for their materials, and they know other
professionals and oranizations who can help pinpoint
audience size and location.. In addition, various agencies
and organizations publish helpful information.

Content Appropriateness. The content must be in proper
scope and sequence, organized and presented properly,
and appropriate for use with the intended audience.
Surprisingly, a problem which arises frequently is that the
reading level of a product is inappropriate for the target
=audience. For example, a product tailored. for use by

/ teacher's aides which is written in,anguage suitable for a
professional journal flay be di ult for the aide to
understand, and, therefore, will not be used. Likewise,
reading materials for 12th-grade deaf students written at
a 12th-grade nonhandicapped reading level, will certainly
miss the mark. Failure to determine the , appropriate
reading level for the intended audience is no. small
problem, as the ultimate impact is that the product is not
used. There are various readability graphs . that a
developer may use fora product; some of these are
included in the Resources section. Or, the developer may
access a free readability analysis.service.

As part of LINC's techrkical-- assistance to Special -
Education- Programs- funded grants and contracts, a new
service involving the use of a special computer program is
being offered at to. cost, to product developers. By
submittir00-word sample of text, LINC can' use the,

"Nspecial prOgram Is:,---re urn the results of up to seven
different standard readabi ity tests. The new service is
provided in cooperation with the Minnesota Educational
Computing Consortium (MECC), part of the Minnesota

NO
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State Department of Education. LINC has been authorized
to use the MECC computer by remote terminal access.
This procedure ensures a prompt response because tkie
analysis can be performed in less, than 15 minutes on the
day the request is received. The text analysis program
provides a report that includes, data on the number of
syllables and grade-level equivalent scores. The tests used
in the program are: Dale Chall, Fry, Spache, Flesch,
Gunning-Fog, McLaughlin Smog, and Raygor. Regardless
of the methods used, it behooves the developer to
determine the appropriate reading level.

Editorial and Technical Standards. The product sho- uld ot:

not require extensive revisions, reshooting, or retaping,
and must allow for reproduction based on commercial
'publication standards and requirements. AVough
publishers have editors on staff Who will edit and prepare
products, they are reluctant to deal with a product that
needs- complete re citing due to poor organization,
inappropriate readik level, sexist or racist language,
misrepresentation of handicapped people, br other
problems. Also, pictures accompanying print materials
should reflect accepted representation and nonsexist
standards. It is a wise investment, of contract or grant
money to have audio-visual materials produced by
professionals or at least to have the advice of professional
consultants. Commercial companie are willing to edit
and make small changes in audio- 'sue' materials, but
they are not interested jn those whic require it shooting
or major work, or those for which th'e master materials
lack the clarity and detail required for duplication.

Effectiveness Dta. The product must be shown to work
effectively with the User; therefore, field-test data,
validation information, and requests for or reviews of the
prodyct should be .available and as complete as possible.
While, maintaining lists of known expert reviewers,
publishers alst:0-frequently request that developers of
educational products recommend their own reviewers.
Collecting reviews in advance of contacting a publisher,
then, will save time for both parties. A modest collection
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of ,thorough, favorable reviews written by prospective
users and qualified content specialists may do much to
turn a publisher's interest from mild to keen. ,Information
gathered through these reviews should sweep from
content issues to packaging, and the information should be

interpreted,nterpreted, and presented in a brief,
organized fashion.

Product Format. The format must be appropriate to the
user objectives, and it must be cost effective to produce,

= market, and distribute. For example, a media format
requiring a, bank of seven projectors and dissolve units
may work on a small-scale basis for limited projyrt, use,but it is impractical for large-scale production and
distribution, and it ,is unilkely, td be used by school
personnel. To be competitive, formats should 6e similar to
those of comparable products.

Market Scope. The product must have a large enough
potential market to warrant publisher investment to
produce, market, and diStribute the product. Some small
specialty publishers and 'various organizations do
specialize in what are called "thin market" products, that
is, those which may appeal only to awry narrow
audience. Even for those, the product must be wide
enough in scope to warrant interest.

Prior Dissemination. The product must not have been
disseminated in such a way that the potential market is
saturated, therefore resulting in a low sales projection. If
commercial distribution is even' a remote prospect, be
sure not to disseminate the product in advance.

Legal Issues. The product must be.free from irresolvable
lebal problems. Some examples of these includ
unable to, obtain needed permissions and releases ecause
the people cannot be found or are unwilling to give them,
using copyrighted material, or failing to comply with U.S.
Educatibn Department copyright protection requirements
so that the product is, in fact,,in the public domain, and
,ndt available for a commercial copyright.

3b
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Ownership of the product must be clearly established to
the satisfaction of all involved parties, or it is impossible
to negotiate a licensed product successfully. It is
necessary 'to dear all ownership issues with the federal
funding agency before seeking commercial distribution.

Some requirements as to distribution and/or dissemination
by federally funded contractors or grantees may be
predetermined by the government. Meeting these
requirements must be the first consideration. At this
point, it is important to determine whether to copyright
the materials. Work can be duplicated without the
developer's permission if the material is not protected,jby
copyright. In some instances, such duplication 'of
materials in the public domain will serve the purpose of
dissemination. When planning to become involved with
commercial distribution at any time, however, it it
essential that the material be protected.

If commercial distribution is even a faint prospect, it is
the responsibility of the developer and/or the developing
organization to maintain reasonable and responsible
control of the materials prior to copyright so that the
product does not enter the public domain. Failure to
document and demonstrate such control can forfeit the
ability to place the work, as intended, under copyiight.
To avoid publication of a work without the developer's

. consent when circulating copies, the Copyright Office
adxises that the developer should place notices on any

Icopies which are out of his-or her control.

For products produced under federal grants and contracts
from the U.S. Education Department, it is suggested that
the following notice be used:

NOTICE ti
c, .

This work is not published; it is produced to fulfill .
requirements of (Grant or ,Contract Number

) from the U.S..Education Department.

el 9./
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It is in the process of distribution to a limited
audience for . the. purpose . of

(i.e., evaluation,field testing, etc.). This work may not be
reproduced or distributed in any manner without the
developer's prior written consent and authorization.

New regulations governing the copyrights of federally
funded products developed under grants are included inthe Education Division General Administrative
Regulations (EDGAR) published in the Federal Register of
April 3, 1980 (Part II). An interproetation of how these
regulations should be applied can be obtained from the
Copyright Administrator at the U.S. \Educat'i'on
Depar ent.

The issOes mentioned thus far in this paper are concerned
with the design (planning and development) or educational
products. Table 1 presents a checklist which can be. usedby the developer to determine if various important
marketing questions have been answered prior to
considering avenues for distribution. The next part of the
paper is concerned with the distribution of those
completed products.

t
ProductP Distribution: Optioris

.
,

Options for distributing products include: by developer or
through a commercial order-processing and shipping firm;
through the Government Printing Office (print products); ,
through the Educational Resource Information, Center
(ERIC), through the National. Audiovisual4Center inonprint
products), via nonprofit organizations, or through
commercial publishers and 'distributors. In the case of
products developed through contitct or grant money from ,
the Special Education Programs or in the case of products

/
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Table 1
Marketing Issues Checklist

4",

1. Is there a need for the ;Product being considered? If so, can you show
documentation to that effect'

2. Have yob defined your tprget population, and is your product addressed,
to that population?'

3. Are you keeping your objectives clearly in mind when planning your
product? Are you setting up a testing and validation procedure to
make sure that objectives are being accomplished?

4. Have you determined the media format to be used based on the
1. audience to be addressed and the information to be conveyed?

5. Have you studied competitive products so that you can make your
product different and better'

6. Are you developing ''and producing your product so that its potential
benefit to the user justifies its potential price?. .

7. Have you avoided media formats that require the user to obtain
unusual or costly equipment?

8. Have you chosen a standard high-definition format for audiovisual
masters to avoid the need for adaptation?

9. Are you preparing cardera-ready artwork in accordance with industry
'standards?

10. Are you preparing manuscripts in accordance with standard editorial
practices?

11. Are you consulting accepted guidelines to make sure that your
materials are free from sexism and racism, or misrepresentation of
handicapped personal so on

12. Are you ensuring fair and adequate representation of handicapped
o Oersons in your materials?

13. Are you seeking editorial, artistic, and technical assistance when
preparing your materials?

14. Is the reading level of your product appropriate for the intended
audience?

15. Are you complying with:all federal requirements for clearances?

16. Are you securing permission to use copyrighted materials?

17. Are you obtaining talent releases from all 'perm:ins photographed,
filmed, or recorded in the course of producing your product?

18. Are you including a disglaimer on your materials and protecting them
with a notice that they.cannot be reproduced without permission?

19. Has your product been tested and/or validated with the Intended
audience?

20. Does your prockfct stand; alone, independent of foe
a
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addressing the basic skills, a federally funded marketing
contractor, LINC Resources, Inc., in Columbus, Ohio, is
available to grantees or contractors eithe currently or
previously funded.

115

st
In some instances, outside organizations, agencies, and-
groups might be actually willing to produce and distribute
the product(s); in other instances, they might be willing to
distribute completed materials. Developers will be
familiar with the particular organizations serving their
fields, and they must make the necessary inquiries and
follow-up. Because there are so many organizations,
agencies, and groups, developers shoUld obtain references
for organizatiOns serving particular handicapping
conditions or for organizations dealing with particular
subject areas, and so on. The market information
specialistlat LINC is available to proiide suggestions for
market possibilities.

The-bottom line is how best tcr reach the ultimate user ofthe product. If the total 'audience' is limited and/or -difficult to reach, it might be best to produce and
dtstr ute the product with project money. If project
mor is extremely limited, distribution could be placed'
on a cost-reimbursement b4sis. A developer who is unable
or unwilling to get involved in creating and maintaining
inventory, processing orders, and billing and handling,
could contract with an outside agency. This would handle
the end where the orders are filled, but Would still leave
the matter,of stimulating the market up to the,developer.
Presentations at meetings and conventions, flyers, journal
articles, and other forms of publibIty are various methods
for stimulating product interest. Although many of these
techniques will have been used during theti, development of
the product, additional salei require additional marketing
efforts. Both the Government Printing Office and the
National ,Audiovisual Center conduct marketing efforts
for those who publish material through their agencies.
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The first step in commercially marketing a product is to
identify those publishers most likely to be interested in it.
Again, resources exist which describe the types of
materials handled by certain publishers. Once the most
likely publisher for a particular product has been
identified, the next step is the contact. Publishers should
belic ontacted by letter (preferably one page, certainly no
more than two). The letter should describe the content
and objectives of the product, tell something about the
market dimensions and potentially competitive. products,
give a one- or two - sentence, summary of testing activities
and results, and indicate whetther the necessary
permissions and releases are on file. There must be
substantiation for all statements and assurances. In

addition, a short (five pages or thereabouts) outline of the
content of the product should be included, as well as a
first Chapter or its nonprint equivalent: If, after four
'weeks, theye.is no reply, a' follow -up letter summarizing
the content of the first packet (mention its date) should
be'rnailed. If the material is subsequently _rejected, the
process 'should be repeated with- the other prospective
publishers/producers on the list.

In addition, a product needs 'an advocate -- someone at
the pUblisherowho senses the need for and the potential of
the product and who will champion the cause--as each
product 'must vie fo 'atteotion and investment dollars.
The best way to,secure an advocate is to make sure that a
specific person has been identified as the best contact in
the publishing house for the.developer's needs. A name
should be used in addition to a title. Literary Market
Place and Audiovisual Market Place both provide names
of the various- contact people. In many cases the
Acquisitions Editor will'be the person to contact.

Unleis a developer is lucky enough to stir publisher ,
interest with little or no solicitation, it is-extremely time
consuming to ferret out publisher interest. Publishers are

4 rlt)
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inundated with new produce'-pro otypes and new product
ideas, and many of the larger publishers either have their
own people involved in product development or they hire
consultants to develooproducts fOr existing markets. And
many publishers reject 95% of submitted products.Therefore, a product developer must plan on devoting a
great deal of time to writing letters, making phone calls,
and following up on those activities.

Marketing Organizations

If a developer. wishes to pursue commercial possibilities,
but does.. not have the time to devote to the effort,
contacting a marketing organization might be
appropriate. There are fees involved.when dealing with a
professional marketing agency, and costs will have to be
evaluated as to whether project money will be used most
effectively by hiring a professional marketingorganization or by using project personnel time in the
marketing endeavor. The advantage .of working with a
professional marketing\organizationPis that marketing is
their key activity and as such, procedures are in effect to
represent and market products. In most cases project
personnel are unschooled in mR.rketing; trial and errormarketing procedures can waste both time and money.

LINC Resources, Inc.

Projects with 'Contracts or grants from e Special
Education Programs and federally funded pr jects.in the
basic skills, including state grant program have theoption of working with marketing programs that. have
been funded by the U.S. Education Department and are
contracted to LINC Resources, Inc.

37 7
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Because of the procedures utilized to give everyone
interested fair access to the products that have been
developed wth federal funds, there is a time element to
consider when dealing with LINC. The average time from
when a product is submitted to LINC thraigh the licensing
period runs from -four to six months, depending on when
the 'next Task Force meeting.is in relation to the time the
product is submitted, and depending on -how long the
licensing prdcedures take. The advantage of dealing with
LINC is that all the time-consuming marketing activities
are handled by LINC, and becquse LINC has a track
record of bringing feder5lly funded products to market,
publishers and producers look to them for products and

are willing to deal with the licensing procedures that take
place. .In addition, LINC has a full-time attorney handling
the licensing negotiations. Of course, dealing with
organizations, whose main function is marketing certainly
does not guarantee that your product will be licensed. All
the marketing influences' noted earlier apply to markt.ting
organizations, too; .nevertheleis, working With, ' a
marketing organization might incrq.ase the odds of getting
products licensed: It is a simple- process to access the
marketing effbrts of LINC. Special-Educatioll-Programs
(SEP)-sponsored projects need to have their Project
Officer contact.fhe dirbctdr of the marketing program at
OSE. Federally funded basic-skills grantees or
contractees state and grant programs need to. have,their,
Project,Officer.nominate their products and forward the
nomination to the Project Officer., for the Basic Skills .4,

%Improvement Program. 8

The procedures.followed by LINConce an authorization to
handle a product has been issued are presented in the
following discussion.

Product/Intake. rOnce LINC has been authorized to begin
work on a product', staff members contact the developer
to make arrangements to obtain a copy of the product' and

q any related; information necessary to determine
commercial marketability. Product materials'rebeived by

LINC are logged in and . quickly reviewed for

..43
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.completeness. - Additional contacts are made with- the
developer to ensure that LINC has received a complete
and accurate set of materials, to inform' fully and involve
the developer in the marketing 'process, and to help
resolve potential legal problems that may preclude
commercial publication. (e.g., copyrights, talent releases,
permissions). 4

Product Profiling. Each product is reviewed by LINC
staff members, who' prepare a complete profile of the
product. This profile forms the basis for Marketing Task
Force review, "CLINC Product Alerts," "Special
Announcements," licenses, and all other communication
about the product. Developers participate in the profiling
process and, by implication, later communicate to
publishers througJ written and verbal input during the
profiling prcicess. Each profile consists of descriptive
information in each of the following areas:

Editorial: A description of the product Content,
purpose, uses, format, audience, and organization;
information that will allow pubahers and producers
to judge the amount of effort required to revise,
update, edit, and/or produce the product. .

Market: A search and report on competitive products
and an assessment of current conditions that might
affect the product's marketing and distribution.,

Technical: InforMaticin that will allow publishers and
producers to judge the amount bf effort and cost
required to produce nonprint products and the extent
to which the product meets commercial technic 1

standards.
I.,

Legal: Documentation of releases, permissio s,
government clearanCes, or other legal documents
obtained and/or required.

Marketing Task Force. Products are reviewed and
evaluated fOr their commercial marketability by a

.
A
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Marketing Task F9rce made up' of publishers, and
producers, three of whom represent the commercial trade
associations, and educators representing national, state,
and local education agencies. ThealTask Force focuses
upon marketing, concerns, including potential audience,
production quality, production: costs market demands,
field-test data, and educational relev4nce, and extent of
any revisions needed to meet commercial market
standards.

,
Product Alert. Products that receive favorable, market
appraisals from the Marketing 'Task Force are presented
to over 600 commercial publishers, pr.pciucets, and
distributors through the "LING Product Alert," which
describes the features of the ptdducts available, or to 'a
lesser number of selected recipients thorugh a "Special
Announcement."

Publisher conferences, held by LINC apprOximatey three
weeks after announcements are mailed, give interested
firms an opportunity to meet with the developers of the
product and to view product materials. In'addition, LINC
provides excerpts anct copies of the products to interested
publishers for their in-house review.

Publishefs, producers, and distributors who are interested
in a product anndunced infithe "LINC Product Alert" or the

Ann9uncementfIrsubmit- a proposal for production
and diskribution of the proIluct to LINC approximately

°three manih6;' fter the announcements are mailed.
, c.r.

,-,, ,4 irre, -
Riaview Panel. .. After corrOanieslSubmit° publication
proposers for t products, LINC clitivenes,an independent
review panel to atsea0 'analyze' the Rroposals.

1;7 (
Publication awards s are offered to pubtishers based on the
information contained in cheill-,,,koposals. Because the
overall goal of the Marketing Program.is to increase the
availability of education iffatRnials, Nur Broad criteria are
applied in determining, which publisher's should receive'/'awards: publisher resources committed, .publication

b
'schedule, - publisher commitment to becoming
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knowledgeable about education programs in ordet torepresent the product adequately, and reasonableness of
proposed retail cost per unit. LINC is not obligated tb
make an award if acceptable'proposals are not received.

Secondary Marketing. Prodticts that do not receive
proposals as-the result of initial announcements receive
extensive secondary marketing services. In cases where aproduct does not receive a competitive ' proposal in
response to a Product Alert, LINC issues noncompetitive
announcements to publishers to 'solicit proposals on a
first-come, first-served basis: -..LINC also makes directcontact with various organizations capable of effectively
disseminating the product. These organizations mayinclude the National Diffusion Network, university
presses, professional associations, advocacy groups, theERIC system, the National Audiovisual Center, the
(government Printing Office, and other federally
sponsored dissemination projects.

Licensing and RepOrting. After publication aw s havebetn made, LINC arranges arid, completes license
negotiations for the publication and distribution of the
products, subject to the approval of the U. S. Department
of Education ( U.S.E.D.).- LINC then monitors license
performance on behalf of U.S.E.D., provides reporting and
accounting services to U.S.E.D. (including disbursal ofroyalties), and assists publishers in obtaining useful
informatiOn about the effectiveness of the products.

Summary

During ..the design - of an educational product, the---'developer must be concerned With not only the content
and target audience of the product, but with variousmarketing issues as well, such as unique characteristics,

41
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completeness, timeliness, effectiveness, and competitive
charac:eristics. Additionally, time and cost, local, state,
and federal monies available th purchase educational
materi Is, publisher resources; and options for distribution
must b considered. )
Developing effective, appropriate educational materials is
no easy task. 'There Ware, however, various resources along
the wa /; a number of these are included in the ResourCes
section It is hoped that the information presented in this
paper can, in some Way, provide assistance to educational
developers with marketing concerns.

42
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O

Publications

Resources

Audiovisual Market Place. R. R. Bowker Co., 1180
Avenue of the Americas, New York, NY 10036.

G

Sections are grouped under three major areas of
interest: AV SOftware, AV Hardware, and
Reference. Listings 'provide the user with the
names of industry and related sources, addresses and
telephdne nQmbers, key personnel, product 'kits,
services, and so on.

.
Education Division General Administratjve Regulations

(EDGAR). Federal Register (Part April 3, 1980.

EDGAR represents a codification of the rule and
grant-making procedures for the. U. S. Education
Department. All grants awarded after April 3,
1980, fall under the EDGAR regulations. ,EDGAR
also provides step-by-step help for those seeking
federal grants.

Litel"ary market place. New "York: R.R. Bowker
Company, 1180 Avenue O'f the Americas, New York,
NY 10036. f
This directory of American book pAlishing includes
information .on publications; various associations;
book trade, events;' courses, conferences, and
contests; agents and agencies; services . and
suppliers; direct mail promotion; review, selection,
and reference; radio, television, and motion
pictures; wholesale, export, and import; book
manufacturing; magazine and newspaper publishing;
and, importantly, the names and numbers of contact

- persons.

Ss -
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Ttl Educational Marketer. 701 Westchester Avenue,
White Plains, NY 10604.

owt

This newsletter by executives in educational
publishing, materials, and equipment companies
provides information on factors affecting the
education market. Typed of products under
developrhent, publishers' sales, meetings, and so on,
are included.

Professional Associations

Educational Products Information Exchange Institute
(EPIE). P 0 Box 620, :Stony Brook, NY 11790.

The diRect of this organization is to analyze
..systematically and collect user data on instructional
materials; it also collects user data on,audio- visual
equipment and test equipment in the EPIE
lalloratory. Findings are disseminated in EPIE
publipations such as EPIEgram: Equipment, EPIE-
gram: -Materials; and EPIE Reports. Also published
are the EPIE PRO/FILE, a system providing a quick,
simple way to screen basic instructional materials
programs.

International Reading Association. 800 Barksdale Read,
P 0 Box 8139, Newark DE 18711:

This organization of individuals-engaged in t` aching
or supervision of reading at any school level;'
encourages the study of reading probleMs at "all
educational levels, publishes Journal ,of Reading,
Reading Teacher, Reading Today, and others.

Knowledge Industry Publications, Inc. 701 Westcliestei-
- Avenue, White Plains, NY 10604.

yea
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This organization publishes books, newsletters,
Studies, and monographs for managers, executives,
educators, and students in the fields of publishing,
library technology, video, and other mass
comtnunicationS media. Educational Marketer is
published by this organization.

,,

The Association of American Publishers. One Park
Avenue, New York, NY 10016.

This association is composed of producers of
general, educational, trade, reference, 'scientific,

. technical, and medical books; instructional
materials, systems of instruction, classroom
periodicals, maps, globes, and tests.

The Association o Media Producers. 1101 Connecticut?
Avenue NW, !kite 701:0Washington, DC 20036.

This association is made up of educational media
producers' and distributors and those companies

cwhich provide professional or technical services to
the industry. Publishes Survey and ,Analysis:
Educational Media Sales, AMP Tie-Line - a
newsletter with major emphasis 'on government
funding, legislation, and, programs which affect
media markets. -. "-

National Auctio- Visual .Association. 3150 Spring
Street, Fairfax, VA 22031.

The
4

The national trade association of the commercial
audio-visual industry (NAVA) publishes The A-V
Connection, T Guide to Federal Funds for Audio-
Visual Users, d NAVA' Actionfacts, a newsletter
providing up-to-date nformati on on 'federal
education funding larion.

The NationaKoLincil of Teachers of English. 1111 Kenyon
Road, Urbana, IL 61801.

A
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Teachers oV'English at all school levels make up this
Organization which works to Increase the
effectiveness of teaching of English language- and
litrature. The English Journal, Language Arts,
English Education, and other publications are
produged by this group.

The National Council of Teachers of Mathematics. 1906
Association Drive, Reston, VA 22091.

This organization is composed of teachers of
mathematicS in grades K-12, two-year colleges,
teacher education personnel on college campuses,
and others itterested in math. The Arithmetic
Teacher, The Mathematics Teacher, a quarterly
newsletter, plus selected materials such as An
Agetida for Action and Priorities in School
Mathematics, are published by this organization.

ti
National Information Clearinghouses

American Alliance for Health, Physibal Education,
Recreation and Dance (AAHPERD), Unit on
Programs for the Handicapped. 1900 Association
Drive, Reston', VA 22091, (703) 476-3400.

The Unit on Programs-for thee Handicapped operates
an information clearinghouse that provides
reference services and disseminates topical
bibliographies on child-use . and professional
materials. Special areas of emphasis include
adaptive physical education, therapeutic recreation,
perceptual motor development, sports, outdoor
educatibn, health, safety, deride, and movement
educatioh.
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a
Clearinghouse on the Handicapped. Department of

Education, 400 Maryland Avenue SW, Room 3106,
Switzer Building, Washington, D.C. 20202, (202) 245-
0080.

This clearinghouse functions as a "broker" of
resources by providing referrals, to appropriate
information services. They publish the Directory of
National Information Sources on Handicapping
Conditions and Related Services, a fully indexed
reference tool for identifying *-- specialized

- clearinghouses that focus on topical areas,
handicapping conditions, or particular audiences.
These clearinghouses may then be contacteddirectly for assistance in identifying potential
competitive products.

Council for Exceptional Children (CEC). 1920 Association
Drive, Reston, VA 22091, (800) 336-3728; in VA
(703) 620-3660.

4. CEC maintains a database on the literature of
special education, including references to some
commercially available media and materials.
Emphasis is on reports, manuals, confer,ence
proceedings, curriculum guides, literature reviews,
legislation, research, and so oh. Access t is via
computer terminal or the quarterly print equivalent,
Exceptional Child Education Resources. Contact an
information specialist at CEC for more information.,,
Assistance in searching the ERIC database is also
available through CEC.

National Information .Center for Educational Media
(NICEM)? University of Southern California,.0 University Park, Los Angeles, CA 90007, (800) 421 -
8711; in CA (213) 741-5408.

NICEM is a comprehensive, computerized database
on all types of commercially available nonprint
educational media; it is also available in microfiche

4
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and print indexes organized by Nakclia format.
Approximately 500,000 titles with brief annotations
are included.

Test Collection Clearinghouse, Educational Testing
Service (ETS).. Princeton, NJ 08541, (609) 921-9000.

The clearinghouse provides reference services in all
areas of 'educational and psychological testing.
Topical bibliographies and custom search services
are available for identifying commercial and
noncommercial test instruments. News bn Tests is a
newsletter that announces new testp and related
references;

This list is not all inclUsive. The specific resources a
developer will search will depend upon the type of.product
under development- -that is, instructional material,
training packet, professibnel reference, book, assessment
instrument, print or nonprint media, and so en. If a
developer has any difficulty in identifying, appropriated
information sources, the information specialist at LINC
will provide assistance in -conducting a 'cern. petitive
product search. LINC is referenced elsewhere in this
chapter.

GoveirnmenttSponsored Ageficies

'Council for Exceptional Children (CEC). 1920 Association
Drive, Reston, VA 22091; (800) 336-3728; in VA
(703) 620-3660.

CEC maintains a database on the literature of
special education, 'including references to some
commercially available media and materials.
Emphasis is on reports, manuals, conference
procee,dings, curriculum guides, literature reviews,
legislation, research, and so on. Access is via
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computer terminal or the quarterly print equivalent,
Exceptional Child Education Resources. Contact an
information specialist at CEC for more information.
Assistance in searching the ERIC database is also
ay.ailable through CEC.

ERIC Processing and Reference Facility, Acquisitions
Department. '4322 Rugby Avenue, Bethesda, MD
20014.

The Educational ReSbutve Infbrmatiorr Center(ERIC) is a nationwide network sponsored by the
National Ins tute of Education and is designed to
collect edu tional documents for teachers,

> administrators, researchers, and students. TheERIC listing announces all doCbments that have
been acquired in a monthly journal, Resources in
Education, which reaches more than 5,000
organizations. Documents _acquired by ERIC are
available in microfiche or photocopy and are
distributed to ERIC subscribers and made available
by mail order. ,

gGovernment Printing Office. Superintendent
Documents, Washington, D. C. 20402. (207) 7938. .,

Many federal publications are printed and sold to
the public and federal agencies through the Sales
Program administered by this office. The office

A publishes Selected U. S. , Government Publications'
(free) and Monthly Catalog of U. S. Government
Publications (subscription). It maintains a sales
organization of nearly 1,000 professionals,
techniOans, and clerks to promote the sale of
publications and operates 27 bookstores throughout
the United States.

LINC Resources, Inc. 1875 Morse Road, Suite 255,
Columbus, OH 43229. (614) 263-5462.

I
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Funded by t Special Education Rrograms and the
Basic Skills Validation and Marketing ProgrN-,
LINC assists federally funded projects in the
marketing of project-developed products. g

National Audiovisual Center. General Services
Administration, Washington, D.C. 20409. (01) 763-

/ 1896.

The Center makes federally produced materials
available for use thi.ough distribution services and
serves as the central clearinghouse of all 1.4 S.

Government audio-visual materials.

National Center for Education Statistics. Statistical
Infoffnation Office, 1001 Presidential Building, tipo
Maryland . Avenue SW, Washington, D.C. 20202.
(301) 436-7900).

This office collects, collates, and reports complete
statistics on the conditions of education in the
United States. Publishes Projections of Education
Statistics to 1988-89 and many Other reports.

National Diffusion Network. Far West Laboratory. for
Educational Research and Developmer 1855
Folsom St., San Francisco, CA 94103. (415) 565-
3076.

The NDN is a nationwide system established to
asstst schools, postsecondary institutions, and others
in improving their education programs -through the
adoption of already developed, rigokusly .evaluated,
exemplary education projects. Educational
Programs That Work is ari NDN publication.

National 'Information Center for Special Education
Materials (NICSEM). UniVersity of Southern
California, University?ark, Los Angeles, CA 90007;
(800) 421-8711; in CA (213) 741-5408.

c
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NICSEM has produced a database containing
approximately 40,000 abstracts of commercially
available materials pertinent to special education.
Child-use, assessment, professional, and training
materials in print and nonprint formats are included.
It is accessible via computer terminal, printed
indexes, or microfiche. ontact NICSEM or your

,state educatiOn agency for further information,
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The Print Product: Design, Development,
and PrOduction , .

.

Kathleen \Cotton
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Developing a product which' is usefulf at ractive, and f---.<
well-received by its intended audience is extk.emely
rewarding. Some products, however, are not valued and
used because they ' are poorly organized, unwieldy,'1 unattractive, inappropriately formated; too 'expensive, or
because their intended purpose was already adequately
addressed by a previously developed product.

V, ,
rd

..

The decision to develop a certain product should be based
upon an analysis of various factors, including the goal of
the" project, the characteristics of the target audience,
and the content of the ,product. Considerations of, the
match between objectivq and format, use, Production
requirements, and economics lead to the selection of printII or nonprint as the medidm of choice. Many. decisions
must still 4 madethe specific type of format, printing
and binding processes, allocations (both financial
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and 'staff time)--ameng others. The information
presented in this chapter is intended to assist you, the
edycational product develoPer, in making the decisions
zeiluired to prOduce an appropriate, useful, print product.

The following discussion of major educational print
for.mats is organized into five categories -- Awareness
Materials, Manuals/Guides, Reports, Student Materials,

- ,and Instruments and Forms. The discussion of items
within these categories includes commentary on relative
costs, most appropriate bindings, ancladditional factors
which may influence format selection.

Educational Product Formats

,Akareness Materials

There are various types of print materials which can be
used to provide an awareness of a service, practice, or
product to a specified audience. Frequently used formats
include abstracts, brochures, and newsletters.

Abstraetsr_ Although there are many kin.ds of abstracts,
some \containing more detail than oth9rb, abstracts of
educational products and services gerierally represent an
attempt to capture the essential features of the product
or scrvice on `a,single page. This kind of one-page display

frequently handed out at conferences, posted on
bulletin boards, and/or collected with other,
abstracts within a resource catalog. While they may and
often do stimulate the reader's interest in learning more
about VI product or service, abstracts are not primarily for
promotion. Rather, they are generally descriptive,
neutral in tone, and inexpensive to produce, relative to
other kinds of materies3
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The kinds Of information contained in a abstract include
the target audience for the, product or service, its
goals/objectives, a brief description of major features,
and a soierce to contact for further informapin. LOnger
abstracts may contain additional information, suc s
evaluation results,. detail on the expertise of the service
provider./product developer, 'background information on
the product or service, and so on. efforts should be made
to cover all major product/service features as clearly and
briefly as possible. An abstract is frequently typewritten
and photocopied and, as such, may be developed and
produced entirely in-house by project staff.

Brochures. Brochures are usually intended both to
provide information about a product or service and to
generate reader interest in using it. Brochures are
generally aimed at a relatively wide udience, meaning
both a sizeable number of people nd people withdifferent, rotes in the education I process --
administrators, school board members, teachers, andparents. Because the purposes are confined to creating
awareness and stimulating interest, a brochure is a small
product -- generally a single sheet of 8-1/2" x 11" or 8-
1/2" x 14" paper, whibh is folded into three Or four panels
and printed on both sides.

A brochure may or may not contain .graphics or otherartwork, but an attempt should be made to create al,
product which is as attractive and.. eye-catching as
possible. The audience for a brochure cannot be assumed
to have a prior, interest in the product or service; more
of terahanhot, the brocipre is their first contact with the
produet/service. Efforts should be made, therefore, to
catch and hold reader interest. It is for this reason that
programs whose other materials are produced aseconomically as. possible (typewritten and photocopied)
will frequently develop promotional .brochures that aretypeset, printed' on high-quality paper, and contain
photographs or rawings.
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A brochure st? ould contain "a brief description of the
product or serice, identify the audience for it, state its
goals and objectives, and cite any special features that
make ft different from (and potentially superior to)
similar products or services. The copy should be written
in such a way that th,e name of the product/service and its
logo,' if one eCasis, are emphasized and will be

remembered. It is important to display only the essential
information about a product or service 'in a brochure,
while ensuring thorough coverage.. , A well-written
brochure is neither too abbreviated nor too verbose.
Readers should be invited to request further information,
and a contact name, address, and telephone number should
be provided. Brochures sometimes contain a mail-back
panel that the reader can tear off and return to request
information and/or to respond to a short survey.

By virtue of being. small, brochurqs, even fairly lavish
ones, are relatively inexpensive to produce and can be
extremely effective in promoting awareness of and
interest in the product or service offered. A typewritten.
brochure can be prepared and photocopied in-house by
preject staff. Pfiklucing more "polished'; professional-
looking brochures will require that copy be submitted to
media centers for typesetting, graphics, and printing. The
relatively new office word processors, however, produce
excellent copy' at a fraction of the cost of typesetting,-
Media center staff can also assist with selections ataf

paper, colors, typeface, and other needs. Remembering
that a brochure often conveys the first impression of the
project, if is well to consider spending extra money to
achieve a polished product.

Newsletters. Newsletters promote awareness in at least
two different ways. They serve to keep those familiar
with a project's products and services/ apprised of new
project activities and events; they also serve as, a first-
levdl awareness vehicle for, those who are unfamiliar with
project activities. The primary audience for newsletters
is the former group -- those who can be expected to be
interested in project activities and who constitute the
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most likely clientele for new products or set-vices'
available through the project.

-
Newsletter content may vary widely: A newsletter may
include such things as notices of new products or services
available, articles on the use of existing products and
services, calendars of upcoming events, features
concerning project personnel, letters to the editor., and
other topics of general interest.

Newsletters can be produced in virtually any format, with
the volume of information, frequency of publication, and
available resources influencing the format selected. Like
abstracts or brochures, a typewritten, photocopied
newsletter with only simple drafting may be produced
entirely by project staff. Professional assistance may be
required if the newsletter is to have typeset headings, be
completely typeset, or include photographs or other
artwork. Almost any kind "of paper is satisfactory,
provided it is compatible with the printing process.

Manuals and Guides

Manuals and guides are ambitious products in terms oftheir size, development requirements, and intended uses.They are intended to provide full detail On' the topic
addressed, often in theftform of step-by-step instructions
accompanied 1), charts, matrices, and other displays.
Whether these `products are for teachers, administrators,
trainers, student's, or others, they have in common several
features which'should be °kept in mind when deciding on a

. production 'format. They are relatively large, often more
than 100 pages. They are high-use items which will be
consulted frequently -- perhaps..daily -- and thus they
need to be sturdy and long lasting. As they are "working"
documents, they usually are constructed so that they lay
flat when opened. For these reasons, they are often

'printed on fairly heavy cover and text stock and are bound

.
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with spiral wire. When using comb binding' or a looseleaf
. notebook, the. manual or guide will open flat; however,

neither of these is as stronws spiral binding. The higher
cost of spiral binding relat,lb to these other methods is
well worth the durability it offers for many of the

ofof products described later. Manuals or quicled of ,6O
pages or less may be saddle-stitched and still open flat
relatively easily. If materials are intended for moderato
rather than frequent use, cheaper bindings --even staples
-- will be adequate, but staples will make them much
more difficult to use. Any manuals or guides which will
undergo updates and revisions fairly of*n should be
organized in a iooseleaf binder for easy deletion and
insertion of pages.

Many kinds of print materials fall within the categories of
manuals and guides. These include curriculum packages,
adrhinistrator's manuals, implementation guides, training
manuals, parent guides, and community rgdource guides.

5

Curriculum Packages. Teachers, administrators., curri-
culum coordinators, and other school 'personnel use curri-
culum .packages, which consist of the curriculum and
instructional materialg plus a teacher's guide. The
developer should preface the content§ of the curriculum
with preliminary information which includes his or her
rationale for the curriculum,Elle learner goals and
objectives, a description of the type of learner for which
the material is intended, the scope of the instructional
materials, topics covered, and other relevant information.
_Multiunit programs may_require a curriculum manual for
each unit. teacher an& student materials are sometimes
presented in the same curriculum manual and sometimes
separately.

Teacher's guides have a strong "how-to" focus, as they are.,
intended to assist teachers in implementing the program
in the classroom. The teacher's guide may be a stand-
alone product or be a part of the curriculum manual. The
contents usually include a program overview and
rationale, an outline of the program, sample materials and

ew
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lesson 43-lens, procedures for conducting instruction, and
suggestions for dealing with problems, which might arise in
delivering. instruction.

Administrator's Manuals/Implementation Guides. These
include detailed information on both program content and
program management. In addition to detail on the
philosophical, grounding of the program' and instruc-

-/ tional content, the administrator's manual should include
the entire procedure for program implementation and
monitoring. It should focus on budgeting, staff involve-
ment, commarity relations, facilities requirerents,
documentation /evaluation /reporting responsibilities, and
so on, as well as methods for integrating these concerns
into a coherent program management system.

.

Training Manuals. Training manual's. are of two types --
those for trainers and those for trainees. Materials for
these two groups may be bound together in the same
publication or separately. These materials are, in turn,
often accompanied by supplementary (consumable) items
such as handouts, worksheets, and sure fOr s. Trainers'
manuals should contain step -6y -step trai g activities
and suggestions for conducting them well as all the
materials which will be used duri the course of the'
training. Preliminary information should include a broad
overview of the program, the purpose of -the manual, the
rationale, .goals, and objectives of the program, the
teaching approach, and the scope and content of the
program (Jones & Pantiel, Note 1).

Parent, Guides. These are desig\ETd to acquaint parents
with program goals and content and frequently, to involve
them in program activities, either at home with their
children or at school. The, what-to-do and how-to-do-it
sections of a parent guide should include step-by-step
instructions, time/requirements, discussions of common
problems, and proposed.strategies for dealing with those
problems4'
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4
Community,Resource Guides. Users of this typeof guide
are people whose function it is to foster positive
relationships with the community in which a program will
be operating. These guides cover such , topics as
identifying community resources and establishing working
relationships between project staff and community groups
who will be involved with the project in some way. Again,
potential problems should be addressed and ways to deal
with them 'suggested.

Reports

Documentation and evaluation reports are required of
most federally* funded projects, as they enable funding
agencies and other relevant parties to know what
activities are taking place or being planned and to what
extent the project is successful in achieving its g s. It
is recommended that documentation reports hare the
same set of headings and subheadings as the project's
work statement (grant or contract), so that readers can
easily determine what is taking place within each
component of the project. Documentation reports should
cover the project's activities and reference and/or attach
materials which have been developed during the reporting
period.

Evaluation reports are frequently the result of evaluatipn
activities by someone outside the project; project serk
evaluations are also commonly conducted. Evaluation
reports contain different kids of information depending
on the kind of project, but typical inclusions are data on
studpnt outcomes, data on client satisfaction, survey
instruments used, and the evaluation design. If the
readership includes people who are not familiar with the
terminology used by evaluators, efforts should be made to
render the language of the report meaningful to these
readers-,

0

.
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Documentation and evaluation reports should be prepared
as inexpensively as possible --typewritten, photocopied,
and bound, with staples. More expensive, but necessary if
the reports are too thick for even heavy-duty staples, is
the use of comb, spiral, or veto binding.

Student Materials

Print materials for students are of two types --
consumable and nonconsumable. Consumable materials
such as activity sheets, answer sheets, and tests may be
prepared as camera -reedy copy and provided to others for
reprotuction or they may be mass produced and made into
gummed pads. Noraconsumable materials, like other high-
use products, may be spiral bound, cgmb bound,' or, if
resources are asigttable, cloth bound. Whether student
materials. should be typewritten or printed whether they
should be laminated or color coded, and how they should
be bound, depend on the content and methods of the
program. If' the student is expected to use the product
without direct and constant teacher direction, clear
instructions must be included.

Instruments and Forms ,

Checklists, survey instruments, request forms, activity
logs,, and documentation fdrms are some of the kinds of
small -- often one-page -- products that projects
frequently develop and use. The various uses for forms
and instruments are almost too numerous to list, but they
include documentation, evaluation, recordkeeping,.s'
budgeting, ',contracting, surveying, plannirt, and many
other functions. A typewritten, photocopied instrument
or form is adequate for mostsurposes. Development of
instruments and"forms.requills listing all the kinds of
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or
information that the product is intended to record and
then ordering these in a logical sequence for gasy use by
internal users or external respondents. In cases where the
need for multiple copies of the instrument or form can be
anticipated, use of NCR (no carbon required) paper might
be considered. Forms or instriments of more than one
page are generally stapled. -,

Product Planning, Development, and Production

Planning

.

Regardless of the kind of product you have chosen to
)3-16develop, the planning and dev pment process should be

carried out with Attention some proven generic steps.
Once the format has been decided, based upon audience
needs and the product's purpose, it is time' to identify

. personnel needs. Researchers, editors, typists, a printer,
graphic artist, coordinatqr,,or reviewer may be needed to
complete the product as planned. Determine which needs
can be met using in-house staff and which will require
services secured from outside people or agencies.
Identify the in-house people who will be involved and, if
possible, convene them for an orientation of the product
development effort.

Identify and list the tasks and subtasks which must be,
accomplished and estimate the time required for each.
The Product Planning Form (Tab/le 1) may be helpful. in.
identifying and later tracking the various activities in the
development process.

'Gather time and cost estimates from any outside people
or agencies who will be involved in the project. Add in
the anticipated costs for telephone calls, materials and
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TABLE 1

Product Planning Form

1. Product: What is it (report, fcgm, brochure, packet, book, monograph,slide-tape, manual, etc.)")

2. Author(s)

3. Description of scope of work

4. Due date

5. Title

6. Purpose (intended use and intended outcomes from use)

7. Audience (primary lc secondary)

8. Staff assignme is

a. Researc Inc

b. Writing

c. Reviewing

9.

d. Typing

e. Editing

Timeline/or Production

a. First draft to typist

b. Edited draft to reviewer(s) '

c. Reviewed/edited draft to typist

d. Camera-ready Copy prepared

e. Finished product due
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10. Format

a. General description (e.g., will have four sections requiriqg tabbed
dividers, etc.)

b. Approximate number of pages c. Dimensions

d. Typesetting

e. Artwork

f. Stock

g. Binding

h. Other requirements

11. Contractual considerations/Agency Procedural Requirements'
4

a. Copyright permissions/other clearances needed,

b. Copyright protection

c. Agencies (other than originating agency) to be credited for

development

d. Method of dissemination

12. Information tobe Gathered for Evaluation

r
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equipment, travel and other needs, then compute theoverall cost estimate for developing the product. If timeand cost estimates are realistic but beyond the availableresources, do not imagine that it will be possible to cutcorners al,ong the way by working faster, hunting for a"bargain basement" printer, or the like. Instead, conside?whether the content and format for the proposed productcan be scaled dowh without violating the original purpose.
Remember that a typewritten, photocopied product canbe adequate for many purposes.

Development

At this point, you have established that you can afford todevelop the proposed product. Staff assignments have
been made; tasks and timelines have been delineated.Before actually beginning the development of the product,you should list all the materials to' be included. Gatherto )ether those which already exist and describe brieflythe new pieces to be developed. Assemble the rawmaterial (notes, numerical data, research studies).Rework the list so that the items to be included are in aldgical sequence and conform to the established
"architecture" for the kind of product it is. Refining theoriginal list, it becomes your outline. Without first
developing an outline, you can be virtually certain toexclude important content, lose logical sequencing, and
confQse or alienate the reader.

° Working from the outline, begin to write the new
material, Doting where chartS, graphs, and existingnarrative will be inserted. Write clearly, avoiding the useof jargon, unexplained acronyms, and allusions to events,pr6ducts, or people that might be unfamiliar to theaudience. Seek to communicate enthusiasm for thesubject, while at the same time maintaining a professional
writing style. Dry, pedestrian writing will bore and
alienate readers; adopting a style th6t is excessively

, '
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informal and "cute" will alieAate them even faster. We 11-
placed touches of informality and humor, however, are
welcomed by readers.

Authors should demonstrate a firm commitment- to
educational equity. They must be aware of discrimination
of any kind and avoid it in their work. Publications

Neic annot contain any bias in races, sexes, religion, age, and
ethnic origin. Role description and occupations should be
presented in nongender terms (e.g., "flight attendant"
instead of "stewardess," or "firefighter" rather than
"fireman"). Use plural pronouns whenever possible to
avoid "he,", "she" or even "he/she" orgy's/he" (see Table 2,
A Checklist for Evaluating Materials for Sex Fairness).
Illustrations of people, either photographs or drawings,
should contain members of different races, sexes, and

ethnic groups.

To ensure that your writing is clear, logical, complete,
and appropriate, ask co-workers to review portions of the
draft. A fresh perspective can provide useful input by
noting content gaps, organizational problems, unclear
statements, or other problems. It is extremely useful, If
the budget permits, to hire an editor during the

development Process to handle the various technical
aspects of the written materials, such as removing
redundancies, correcting errors of language, adjusting
text for parallel structure, ensuring that full citations for
material quoted and otherwise 'referenced are prokided
and that the necessary pc.missions have been obtained
and credits gi ensuring that the graphic displays do
enhance and clarify the narrative, and so on.

Prospective users can critique your product and provide
objective information on clarity and logical sequence of
materials, ease of handling, user separation time, and
other factors which should influence the revision process.
Select sites and persons from representative audiences for
whOm your product is intpnded (e.g., urban, suburban,
rural, teacher, aide, counselor).* as your reviewers:
Guidelines need to be established with-these reviewers. It
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TABLE 2 .

A Checklist for Evaluating Materials for Sex Fairness

Is the generic he used to include .both males and females when sex is
unspecified (e.g., the carpenter...he...)?

rs the generic she used where the antecedent is stereotypically female.1e.g., the housekeeper... she...)?

Is a universal male term used when the word is meant to include both
sexes (e.g., mankind, forefathers)?

When referring to both sexes, does the male term consistently precede
the female (e.g., he and she, the boys and girls)?

Are occupational titles used with -man as the suffix (e.g., chairmak,
businessman)?

When a woman or man holds a nontraditional Job, is there unnecessary
focus on the person's sex (e.g., the woman doctor, the male nurse)?

Are nonparallel terms used in referring to males and females (e.g., Dr.
Jones and his secretary, Ellen; Senator Kennedy and Mrs. Ghandi)?

Are the words "women" and "female", replaced by pejorative or
demeaning synonyms (e.g., girls, fair sex, chicks, ladies)?

Are women described in terms of their appearance or marital and
family status while men are describedin terms of accomplishments or
titles (e.g., Senator Kennedy and Golda Melt, mother of two)?

Are women presented as either dependent on, or subdrdinate to, men(e.g., John took his wife on a trip and let her play bingo)?

Does a mateaPglesex'-fair language initially and then slip into the
use of the generic he (.g.,'A worker may have union dues deductdd
from his pay)?
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is advisable to prepare a checklist or question /,answer
form which ensures that your reviewer will respond to the

. specificfitems on which you desire user feedback. .

Another perspective may be utilized in the review of your
product: the "expert" reviewer. This person Os a
specialist in the particular type of product you have
developed, and can provide information on competitive
products, design, format, and other features. Again, a
checklist or other form is helpful in the review process.

During the devglopment of a product, you may wish,to
incorporate 'published, copyrighted materials. In addition,
depending upon the rules and regulations governing your
grants or contracts, you may wish to copyright or
otherwise protect your product, whether it is in draft or
final form. You will, also need to consider whether the
-inclsion of a disclaimer or statements of assurance is
required for the product, under the guidelines of the
funding agency and/or developing institution. The
following section provides information on these various,
items, which must all be considered during product
development.

Permissions. Permissions or copyright release i.should be
obtained early in the process of development. To use
photographs, lengthy quotes, charts, graphs, or sections
from aopy.fighted sources, obtaining ca signed release is
necessary. Brief quotations require citing the author,
work, and page on which the quote i_appears. . It is the
author's responsibility to obtain(permission to reprint any
material -- prose, poetry, lines from song 'lyrics, charts,
photographs, maps, or other illustrative material --from
the original copyright holder. As a professiona courtesy,
most publishers and authors will freely grant ermiSsion
at no charge for educational use; hciwever, some will
charge a fee. Care sVuld be taken to credit the
reprinted material exactYS, as the copyright holder
specifies. When in doubt, always obtain permission.
Permission must also be tobtained to us oncopyrighte'd
photographs of persons, even if they at n he project,

!
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and especially if they are children in the prograni (see
Table 3, for suggested form).

Copyrights. In the past; the United States had a dual
system for copyrighting work. Common law protected
unpublished work; .federal statute protected work after
publication. Since January 1, 1978, however, the revised
copyright law automatically protects a work when it is
"created" or "fixed." These' two terms refer .to a work' -

appearing in copy for the first time. Under the new law,
the author is granted a 'five-year period of protection
before registration in the Register of Copyrights is- I

required. Although the new law does not require
copyright 'notice as a condition for protection, it is still
recommended that a legend appear On material .which .
qualify for copyright. a

In November 1980, Congress passed the CoMputer.
COpyright Act of 1980 as a part of a bill that amends
future patent laws. //The bill defines a computer program
as, a "vt of statements or.instructions to be used directly
or 'indirectly in a computer in order to bring about a
certain result." The individual programt-instructions are
protected from unauthorized ,Qopyin9, but not the
algorithms on which the program is based. Thisis because
ideas are not ;protected by copyright,' only the t mbodi-

ent of ideas.

The following statement Is standard and a.hot.ild appear IA
the 'back of the title page of copyrighted printed
'materials:

Copyright (year) by -(name) ,' (city and state) .
All Rights Reserved. "."

Mateale-which have not been copyrighted, but the use. of
which is to be restricted during pilot. or developmental.

/ate / r for possible future_copirright, shOuld iriclyile the
.statement: . .

.2
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Talent Release Form

Cotton

In consideration of my appearing in one or more of the publications or
programs which. the . is preparing at may
in future prepare; I hereby authorize , to use and
to record, on film, taoe, or otherwise; m'Y name, likeness and performance in

. such 'publications ot.programs and to authorize others to use such recordings
orPfilms far educational or commercial nuilovisual purposes and for general
educational purposes ineperpptuity. may use my
name, likeness, and Biography for publicizing and promoting. such

.putilications or programs. ' c .

. .
I also wanant and represent tha t all material furnished end used by me in

ef
any of such publications and programs is my own origindl material or
m aterial which I have full authority to use-for such purposes.
a

Copy Given to Signer

SIGNED

ADDRESS

DATE

(initial)

et

If contributor is a minor, Arent Or, guardian must, sign here, vindicat.ing
consent: . 3.

7;)
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This work has not been published and is afforded all
protections under the United States Copyright Law
(PL. 94-553), effective January 1, 1978. No part of
this work may 12e reproduced, stored in a retrieval

F. system, pr transcribed in any form or by any means,
ba: electronic, mechanical or photocopying, recording

or otherwise, Without the prior written permission
of the author/agency identified below.

A

t.If you do not desire to restrict use of-reproduction of your
materials, include the statement:

These materials are in thepublic dom'ain and 1-Kay be
reproduced without permission. The following

-acknowledgment is 'requested as a ofessi nal
courtesy, on materials which are - uidu ed:
"Developed by (na4e) ,. (cit and sta, e) .41

Table 4 provides an example of a format for sec
permission to use copyrighted print materials.

Because of the various specific regulations concerning
publishing and copyrighting materials developed with
grant or contract monies, 'developers must clear all such
materials with the Copyright. Administrator, U.S. Educa-
tion Department.

e

J

Disclaimers. Depending upon the funding agency, dis-
claimers are mandatory or desireable in order to protect
the developer or funding agency. Contracts and grants
may require that a specific statement be printed on all
materials developed and produbed as a part of the scope'
of work. The statement will differ from contract to
contract, and the exact wording is often specified by the
funding agency.
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, TABLE 4
Permission Request

Permission Oepartment
(Mailing Address)

4

Return the Request to:

I am preparing a manuscript for b book entistsled

to be published by
4

_(Number) copies are expected to be 1) distributed at cost or free, 2) sold
for profit.

.
.

I would greatly appreciate your permission to use the following material'.
from:

Title:
Author:
Publication date: l
Number of words:\ Number of tables: On pages numbered:
Number of illustrations: On pacjes numbered:
Opening words: i
Closing words: - /

Market: In all languages acid hroughout the world.
' .

Proposed credit line:

Reprinted with permission.
. .

Oate: , Signed:

We hereby grant permission for use of the above-mentioned material.

Oate; Signed:

If proposed credit line is inadequate, please specify requiriments:

TWO SIGNED COPIES OF THIS REQUEST ARE ENCLOSED: THE
OUPLICATE IS FOR YOUR RECORDS.

I

.
e
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The following disclaimer is commonly used bb federally
funded projects: -

The information presented in this publication does-
not necessarily reflect' the 'views or opinions of the
(funding agency) and no official endorsement should
be inferred.

,

A more for.inal c:fisclaimer for-published works could be:

Produced by the , private, nonprofit
$corporation, all rights reserved. The project'
presented herein was performed pursuant to
Grant/Contract No., U.S. Education Department.
However, the opinions- expressed hdrein do not
necessarily reflect the position or policy of that
agency, and, no officiat endorsement by the
NIE/USED should be inferred. . 1

Statement of Assurance. The following statements are
optional, depending on the guidelines of the funding.

agency or requirements of.your own group or-itistitution.
This statement is usually placed on the reverse side of,..the
title page:' , ,

A

C It is the policy of (agency or institution) that no ,

person be subjected to discrimination on the basis of
race, national: origin, religion, sex,.age, handicap, or
marital status in any program, service or *activity
for which is responsible. e

'
will comply. with the requirements of

state and federal laws concerning nondiscrimination
and will strive by its actions to enhance the dignity
and worth of all persons. ,

Some institutions and agencies require a more succinct `k
statement to appear on all publications, such as:

73 8:2
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(name) is an equal opportunity employer.
1.)

(name) is-an equal opportunity, affi ative
-action institution.

Firoduc Pion

After the ,draft product has been reviewed internally and
externally, Changes have been incorporated, and final
editing (preferably ,by someone othei. than the author) has
taken place, the. product is ready for typing and/or,
typesetting and printing. Sometimes decisiOns, about
printing and binding are not made until this point in the
process. At other times, earlier decisions are changed at
this point based gp recommendations by reviewers,
disappointment . (or delight)- about remaining financial
resources, or other factors. In any case, the format
decision made will determine what next steps to take.

If the product is to be typewritten and produced in-house,
the procesd is reratively straightforward. The product is
typed according to predetermined specifications for
spacing, type styles, headlines, and other. format
specifications. Content proofing (line by line comparison
with the draft to ensure that nothing has been omitted
and proofreading (for typographical errors) take _place,
followed by layout and paste -up of headings, pictures,
'charts, and so on At this, point be certain to give the
product a final review to make- certain that everything is
there in proper sequence: After ihotocopying, check a
few copies at random for completeness, quality of
reproduction, straightness on the page, and so on.

..Another- option which will save' money, but which will
..require concentrated work and some technical expertite,

* is to" prepare the camera-ready copy in- house, then send it
. .
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r-
. . tto a printer for printing and binding. Camera-ready copy

is really nothing more than clean sheets of text, complete
with headings and 'graphics, ready for the printer to
-pRotograph. Camera-ready sheets are called mechanicals,

, and they are used in both multilith and offset prinitsing.
processes.

Multilith, or itek, is the cheapest form of dinting. In this
process, mechanicals are photographed and transferred to
a disposable plate. The plate is used in the press to
reproduce the original copy onto sheets which will be
collated and bound together as a final publication. Offset
printing, a more expensive but cleaner and sharper
contrast method of .reproducing mechanicals, involves
creating a metal plate from the photograph of the
mechanical. When the plate is inserted in the press, it
rotates on, a "cylinder, arid the ink from the plate is
transferred to a rubber blanket, which in turn transfers
the ink to the paper. The sheets of paper are then folded
together and collated.

While' multilith is less expensive than offset and is of
much better quality than photocopy, it does ,impose
certain restrictions. Only 8-1/2" x 11" or 8-1/2" x 14"
sheets may be run on multilith; furthermore, because a
single sheet is printed one side at a time in multilith, the
binding options are limited to staple,.perfect_tind, velo or

.grommet. With offset printing, pages of any size may be
run, and any binding appropriate to the number of pages
and theuse of the document may be accommodated. '

In the multilith process, \once the printer receives the
mechanical's, the developer has only to wait for the final
product. The only further check or revision possible is the
inspection of a collated copy prior to the document's
binding. Therefore, when usilQg a multilith process, the
developer must make certain that all mechanicals are
correct, clean, and in the right order.

When using offset printing, the developer does have a
final check after sending the mechanicals to the printer.
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Once the mechanicals have been photographed and the
plates have beeb set, the printer will send a blueline proof
four review. The blueline is a cover-to-cover reproduction
on photosensitive paper of the cop; as it appears on the
plates. The bluelines must be pr6ofread carefully and
checked for crooked headings, upsidedown pages, pages
out of order, typographical errors, and other gross and
fine features. The blueline is the last opportunity ,for
making corrections before the final product is run off the
press. Although Taking corrections at this stage is
expensive (approximately $8.00 to $15.00 per page,
depending upon the problem), it is better to catch an error
here than to waft until' the final copies are delivered at
the door.

Use ,,,of Photographs and . Color. Black and white
photographs, Called halftones, and color photographs
increase the cost of production, but may be necessary to
illustrate importaht points, to enhance 'descriptions, or to
meet the /demands of the audience, particularly when
similar products, against which the new product may
compete, contain photographs. It is best to consult with
the printer about preparing the mechanicals for
photographs. Numerous' graphic production bobks explain
fully the process and technique fo'r preparing photographs
for printing. Usually, marking the place in the text where
the photographs are to go, numbering the photographs,
and -numbering the space-where the photographs will go
should be sufficient for most printers, who will then
prepare the photograph and page mechanicals themselves.
To reduce costs futhe, Howevet, it is posske to prepare
the mechanicals in- house.- The printer can advise,. you of
the method, but it is time-consuming and requires
precision. BeCause a slight mistake can result in shadows,
white gutters, or worse around the photograph, it is best
to leave photo reproduction up to an experienced layou
artist. The extra cost will likely be beneficial.

One word about color, photographs in a publication: they
are' expensivb. The minimum cost for running color
photographs is probably $300 per 1,000 copies above what

lsV
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it would cost for halftones. Thus, use color only when
absolutely necessary; otherwise use halftones or line

.drawings.

Distribution

At

Your finished product is now in your hands and you are
ready to disseminate it. You have 7probably done some
planning for the dissemination of your product prior tg
this time and have decided on at least some of thgk-
avenfues you wish to use. Your dissemination strategy will
depend on the kind of product you have .developed and the
kind of project or agency you are. Awareness materials

'mare generally relatively small product and, because of
7. their purpose, are usually provided free -- through the

mail, at conferences and workshops, or through
established networks. Instructional materials which will
be used by adopters of ,your program will generally be
presented to the adopting group with orientation and
often training activities.

While the decision -to have a product published and
marketed commercially is sometimes' made before or
during product development, it is more common for this
decision to take 'place after materials have been
develOped, used, and -proven successful enough to warrant
commercial distribution. Products which were originally
prepared on the typewriter, reproduced on a photocopy
machine, and bound with staples or spiral wire may then
be "redeveloped" not in terms of their content (though
additional promotional Materiels may be developed)but
in ter,ms of the printing and binding processes' used. They
may be made "prettier," in a word, for commercial

-distribution.
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Going commercial is a. major decision and should not be
undertaken without considering some major drawbacks.
Commercially produced materials will cost more.
Because higher costs reduce the number of people able to
buy and use your product, apd because. you, now have a
Omiddleman," you might well share the experience of
many federally funded projects -- namely, that royalties
on the product(s) do not significantly increase /tpesource's,
but are, in fact quite modest. Competition with other
products, too, may reduce the likelihood that your
product(s) will be widely sold and used. Remember, too,

.that promotional materials developed by a commercial
firm to generate interest in the product ate, under some
arrangements, beyond the, control of the developer. Some
developers have experienced dissatisfaction with the
accuracy of commerically developed promotional
materials and/or with the image conferred by them.

It is also ppssible, of course, 'to handle ornarting and
distribution of your product in-house. If your project is
housed within-an agency that has central business office
procedures and marketing processes established to
distribute products, this May be an appropriate and
efficient distribution mechanism If your agency or
project kias no such mechanism, you are likely to find that
setting up d marketing operation is costly and time-
consuming beyond any benefits it produces. Depending nn
the funding agency, grants and contacts may 'have a
goyernmeAt-sponsored marketing agency available to
them, which can assume a liaison role ,between a

deve,loper and a commercial publisher. ,

. Taking a, print product fr,:om idea= to reality is a challeng-
ing task, requiring the developer analyze the purpose,'
audience; and need for the produc , organize and t#udget
.resources, and make the best format selection for the
intrded use of the productr ,

4t
.

Selecting and using an appropriate., workable method for
marketing and distribution will help to ensure that the
efforts, you,have expended in Ivelopitig and producing

-
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,

your product can .now come to fruition: Your original
good idea has now beboi-ne tangible and ready for travel.

r.

Several of the references proved especially useful in the
development of this chapter. Two works, in ftarticular,
should bg credited: Guidelines for Writing and Printing
Manuals: A Resource Manual for Project Directors and
Staff by Lillian White-teliens (Princeton: Educational
Improvement Center-Central), April 19'7; and Guide to
Packaging your Educational Program by Janice M. Hunt,
Mary T. Johnson and David C. Degener (San Francisco:
Far West Laboratory), 1980. it

VI.
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Glossary

Bindings

Punched Looseleaf. Two- or three-hole pull,ted paper
may be shrink-wrapped or fastened with metal or plastic
posts. The looseleaf format is inexpensive to produce and
is appropriate for materials whitt require frequent

.updating, additions or deletions '(e.g., an agericy's
procedures manual).

Saddle-Wire Stitching (or Stapling). In this proceis,, a
Mitch or staple binds the leaves of a, book or pamphlet on
top of the fold lines. Tklis method 'is inexpensive and
practical for products which are not too thick, for
example, monographs, small catalogs, reports. A stapler
long enough to reach to the binding point at the center of
the product is Pequ i red.

Side -Wire Stitching (or Stapling). A stitch used in sewing
together the leaves of a book' or pamphlet on top of the
fold lines constitutes this pomp. This method is
inexpensive and _commonly ..used for small reports and
other materials. :An ordinary, 'or heavy. duty stapler is
reqUired.

Velo. Two separate, s olid plastic bars, front and back
(nonspiral), grip specially punched paper in this type of
binding. This is an inexpensive and professional looking
binding used for both small and large roducts. Media
centers 'are usually equipped velo bars and machinery
,for the special paper punching required. Yelo 'binding is
"tight" and is 'inadvisable if users will want the product to.
lay flat.

Plastic Vomb. This comb .binding ecrisisis of cut Optic
L binding,ibne piece). used- with spe'cially punched paper.

Coi-nb iading allows products to lay open flat. It is more

.
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expensive than the methods described above and requires
media center capabilities for punching and assembly.

Spiral Wire. In spiral binding, a cylindrical spiral of wire
or plastic is passed through a row of punched holes at the
edgd of the, paper. Spiral wire binding allows products tolay flat. It is often used for large documents (e.g.,
teacher's manuals). This method is relatively expensive,
but very dorable, and is recommended for high-use
products. ,

Perfect. This binding process consists of trimming the
folds at the back of the book and applying an adhesive to
hold the pages together. This ts essentially the same
method used to make pads. Used' in large press runs,

,... perfect binding is done by professional publishing houses,
and because many copies are produced, the per copy cost
is relatively small. 4:

r

Cloth Back Bindinij. Also' called hard back or case
binding, this method encloses the content pages within a
rigid cover. This type of binding is very durable and is
used for large printings of high-use products (e.g.,
textbooks, library books).

Major Printing Processes

Photocopying. Photocopying is ideal tar:Wall runs and
for materials which need not have a highly polished
appearance. Photocopying is a photographic -:- as opposed
to a printing --process and works best\ with positive proofs
and other reflective copy (not transparent or translus-
cent). Photocopying materials originally printed or photo-
copied on colored paper will reproduce gray; white paper.,-*<
originals should be used. .

4,
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Offset Lithography. In this process, an irked impre6sion
from a plate is first. made on a rubber-blanketed cylinder
and then transferred to the paper beigg printed.
frinting is relatively inexpensive, confers a sharper
appearance than photocopying, and prints on a wide,
variety of surfaces. For larger press runs, offset printing
is less expensive than photocopying. Only finalized
products should be printed offset, as changes in the copy
require making new plates.

to

Letterpress. Letterpress printing is more expensive and
produces a more consistent-quality product than offset.
Basically., the letterpress involves the transfer of ink from
a raised surface (type or plates) to the paper of any

(thickness. While letterpress printing confers a very
professional appearance,,it does not produce halftones as,
easily as does offset.

Gravure. Of the three major printing methods, gravure:.
is the most complex and the most expensive. k
generally used only for expensive, illustrated materials or
for very large runs. The widest range of tones is produced
by the gravure and the process is compatible with a wide
'variety of surfaces.

Other, printing processes exist (duplicator, silk screen,
cotlotype), but these are unlikely to be the chosen
methods for producing educational-products.

V'
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Resource's

4

c

Reference materials and
,

eonsultant assistance for
develqping prig products are available from many"
sources: Content-area specialists, maK be'-acces4pd,r:
thfough state departments of education -And, in many' >-
states, khrough intermediate agencies operating' at 144,0,
county leVel. Regources and information 4, are also 4t.
available through local univer.sities, fibraries,,and teacher
centers. NDN projects can receive bey from their NDN .0417

. State Facilitator. The USOE Regional Offices are
another good source of Informat'ion, as are the NIE
Regional Exchange. projects (see Rpsoy.rcei, in .nonprinte.
chapter).

a r
e1A central file of national, regional, state? and locat

agencies ,which can provide materials and assistance ,is
maintained by, the Resource and Referral-Service-(FS).
Projects contacting RRS for help will receive a "package",

4' containing the name, address, telephone numb6er, and
contact person's name for the various agencies which can
provide assistance with the content and development'
process for the educational materials you wish tO-product.

Resource and Referral r vice
The National Center fo Res'earch ip
Vocational Education
The Ohio State University
1960 Kenny Road
Columbus, Ohio 43210
(800) 848-4815 or (614) 486-3655

1

f

The reference materials -cited in the tribl?dgraphy section
may also assisrproduct developers.,

4
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Selected Bibliogre* for Developing Print Products

AGanual of style for authors, editors, and copyrightets
12th ed., rt47): °Chica/go: University of Chicago
Press,,1969,

. ,

Berryman, 'G. Notes On graphic design and visual
Communication. Los Altos; CA: William Kaufman,
Inc., 1978. ki

Brigham, N. Hew to do leafkts
Ne

newsletters, and
,

newspapers. Someryille, MAr 41,4 .w England Free
_ Press, 1976.,

, 43rodinsk9,. B. An ideabook for, the education editor.
Glassboro, NJ: Educational Press Association of

-
. America, 'lass13-oro Stete itklege, 1974.

I t
Bruno ', M. (Ed.). The pocket pal: A graphic arts

production, handbook (Rev. ed.).* New' York:
International Paper Co., 1978..

Fair textbooks: A resou e guide. 'Washington, D.C.:
U.S. Commission on ivil Rights, 1979.

Ford, et al., A guide to developing educational
products. Andover, MD: The NETWORK, 1978.

Hanks, K., & Belliston, L. Draw!' A visual approach to
thinking, learning and communicating. Los Altos,
CA: Williams Kaufman, Inc., 1978.

Hanks, K., Belliston, L., & Edwards, D. Design yourself!
Los Altos, CA: William Kaufman, Inc., 1978.

Hunt, J.M., Johnson, M.T., and Degener, D.C.. Guide to
packaging your, educational program. Far West
Laboratory for Educational Research and
Development, San Francisco, CA: 1980.

r)
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Hurley, G. D., & McDougall, A. Visual impact in print.
Chicago: American Publishers Press, 1971.

James, C.R., et al., Developer's guide: Preparing
materials for distribution. Columbus: The Ohio
State University Press, 1976.

kotler, P. Marketing for nonprofit organizations.
Englewood Cliffs, NJ: Prentice-Hall, 1975.

Lee, M. Bookmaking: The illu trated guide to design and
production. New York: R R. Bowker Co., 1965.

Lem, l5.P. Graphics master. Los 'Angeles: Dean Lem
Associates, 1977. A

Melcher, D., & Larrick, R. Printing and promotion
handbook. New York: McGraw -Hill Book Co., 12b6

Strunk, W., sr., & White,E.B. the elements of style (3rd
ed.). New York: Macmillan, 1979.

United States Office of Education. Forms and
formalities: A resource. Washington, D.C.: USOE,
1978. (ERICJEDRS No. ED 153 662)

White-Stevens, L. Guidelines for writing and printing
manuals: A resource manual for project directors
and staff. Princeton: Educational Improvemei-it
Center-Central, 1979.
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The Nor print Product Design,
Development, and croduction
Judith Mann
Ann tilurphy

...'

1

I

Today's media present opportunities for developing
nonprint educational products 'which can *convey
information effectively for, a. variety of purposes and
audiences. Careful analysis of the intended purpose and
audience in order to ensure use of the most appropriate
mode of presentation, and rigorous attention to
development and production processes are essential.
Audiences have become quite pophisticate'd as viewers,of
media products; therefore, an inappropriate, poorly
designed or imperfectly executed product will distract
and disfavor an audience, and the message, however valid,
will belost through audience inattention.

Some forms of nonprint media products can be produced
successfully by developers themselves; others-should be
produced either by or under the "dieection of experienced
media professionals. Developer energy, in all cases, should

o:-
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be directed toward planning, establiSh-sirig and clarifying
objectives, budgeting, identifying media audiences,
establishing schedules and deadlines, preparing the script,
and selecting appropriate professional..services. The
guidelines presented in this chapter are intended to assist
developers in designing and developing ,quality nonprint
products and,in making production decisions. Information
about working with media professionals is also included.
A glossary of terms is included, not only to define various
terms as they appeal' in the text, but 'also to provide
informatioh by which a developer may become more
conversant with an audio-visual professional-

Depigning A Nonprint Product

Let's assume' that a decision has been made to produce a
nonprint, or audio-visual,, product. What steps must be
taken to ensure the optimum success for the production
and dissemination of the material? Crucial to any project
are the initial planning stages wherein a clear objective is
identified, a target audience decided upon, coherent ideas,
for the design formulated, and a budget, and timeline
established. It is essential to plan all stages withbil
personnel in advance. Every dollar spent in planning will
save from $100 is $1,000 later, if changes are required
during final stages (Humplitey, Note 1). Duringthe initial
planning stages,,it isadvisable to keep the choice of a
format open as long as possible.

Basic decisions underlying the *sign and development of
a nonprint product parallel those for development of a
print product: 1) the target- audiencq (the user) should be
established and the characteristics and needs of that
group identified; 2) the purpose of the product must be
clarified; and 3) the need foi: the product should be
,analyzed,' .If the_ intended purpose of a product is

0 "1
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P adequately addressed by ah already existing product or via
other ees'ources, project efforts might best be utilized
differently.

Once the audience and purpose have 'been identified, the
statement which delineates these becomes the objective;

. for example, ThiS prodUcr is designed to helpl developers
of educational materials understand the process bf
developing an audio tape. Easiegt to produce effectively
are products fulfilling one clear objective. Products, with
muddled, counterproductive. objectives or with no

critical.

-

attention; once objectives are established, adherence is
developed must therefore be given a great deal of

1

:particular objective at aft are generally destined for
failure. Decisions about the objective of the product to be
d

r

. .
Chbosing A Media Format .

When objectives, timelines, and tkuallaef constraints have
been considered, selection of the-specific format begins.
Selecting .a fotmat referS to chosing the way in which the
matetials will be presented. For *example,. you may
choose t.o.preqpnt your materials as a manual,.a slide
tape, o re set of activities; these 'are formats. The
process of selection involves considering the follOwing
questions.

`'What kind of information is to be addressed?
Exarnples. of information categories inclbde
factual information, visual identific'ations,
principles, concepts, oe rules, procedures or
operatioiis, perceptual , motor acts, or
attitudes, opinions, or motivation....

°I
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2. HoW is the content classified? Decisions must
be made on the following questions: Is the
recowition or recall of specific sounds an
objective? Is the recall or recognition of a
three-dimensional object required? Is the
understanding Of two-dimensional spatial
relationships an objective? Is recognition or
analysis of a prooedure an objective?

3. Is the potential format appropriate to the
stated objective? To answer this, requires an
analysis of the' attributes of the 'medium, a'
subject that will be presented in the next
section.

4. Does your objective require the use of sound
and/or motion? Do voices need .to be
reproduCed? Is a display of motion necessary
to demonstrate a skill, model performance,' or
provide feedback?

5. -Should your production be in color? Black and
white productions are less expensive than
cplor. Color, however, usually increases

. interest, realism, and communication
effectiveness ,(Brown, Lewis, & Harcleroad,
1977).

6. Does the sophistication of the format fit_ the
audience? Is the vocabulary used correct for
the target audience? Is the subject matter of
interest -to the audience? Is .information
prsen'ted at the correct rate fOr learning?'

.7. Does the existing . budget allow for the
production of this format? Does the budget
provide for materials, time, consultants,
production, duplication,' and professional
audio-visual assistance?

0
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8. in what environment will th? product be Used?'
Examples include classes of more than 30
students, regular sized classes, small groups,
independent studies, conference 'presentations,
broadcast studios, and so on. Mattas (Nate 2)
recommends that presentation for groups
numbering six or less can be oral; for groups of
6-15, materials supplementary to thq oral
presentation should be distributed; for 'groupsof 15 -30, slide7tape presentatiohs are
effective; and for groups larger than 30, films
are excellent.

9. Does the intended user have the budget to buy
the product? The developer may have an
excellent, professional quality videotape, but
if the school district (for example) can't afford
it, the developer has lost his or hei market.

10. 4s the equipment required for this format easily
accessible to the 'potential users? Commonly
used equipment requirements enhance the
likelihood of wide usage. Elementary schools
do not usually have video equipment, for
example.

li. Cart the user operate required equipment? Abank of four projectors with a dissolve unit
may work extremely well for the developer's
in-house use, but will not be used by a
,classroom teacher or aide because of its
complexity. Remember the potential user.

iew

0 ,)
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Production: In-House or Proiessional?

Once the media format is chosen, developers ust decide
whether to produce the product in-house or to work with
media professionals. There are several formats that can

. be produced successfully in-Ilouse if staff members have
some background in the. media, even as a hobby. These
formats are silent slide show, sound slide show with a
simple narrative tape, silent filmstrip with accompanying
script, filmstrip with simple ngtrative sound, and simple
narrative audio tapes. Media forma s tither than thee
require professional equipment and e ertise.

If staff research is necessary for the project, all
inforrnalion and resources should be gathered or identified
before'preparing the script. All tasks and sdbtasks which
must be accomplished by staff should be identified and
the rime scheduled for each established. A time schedule
should be agreed upon with the media professipnal, if one
is involved, in which major activities are correlated and
'components and resetirces identified: A written, chart or
schedule should be prepared so that all steps and
responsibilities are clear. This schedple should serve' as a
reference point for all involved inWoduction,particularly
at critical time overlaps where the outcome of one
function *depends on the outcome of another.
Responsibilities shotuld be delegated clearly., with each
person involved knowing exactly what is expected.

When media . professionals are involved in .the project,
initial planning meetings should include them. Gewrally,
these meetings consist of three stages -- defining what is )\

wanted, considering what is possible, and mutually
- deciding upon what is to be done. In working with.media

professionals, confidence in 'their expertise and trust in-°

their creative and production decisions should be

established early in the working ,relationship. Befor.e .

choosing a professional, review some of his or her
previous works _for effectiveness and compatibility .1 of

'
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style with the goals of the intended productsThese, should
not become issues once work with the professional has
begun -- a match should be ensured before development
begiA

Other criteria should be considered' in choosing a media
producer. Because the producer is the keystone of the
production unit, it is essential that he or she have a' sound
working knowledge of both the media chosen and of the
material that will be translated into the medium. The
latter can come from. staff research and, communication.
The potential producer should display the . following
characteristics: intelligence and 'a capacity for quick
thought and action; a talent for forming positive working
relationships; a talent for organizati,ori and follow-
through; a sense of commitment; imaginative flair;. `a
sense of aural and visual potential; and a realistic,
budget- oriented pproach to production. A decision to
ire solely on the'basis of a low bid is courtin

r. If costs of production appear to exceed budget
re a

liMitations, consider whether the'content or format- of the
proposed product can be scaled down and still achieve the
original purpose. )

Script Preparation

04

The next step in the design and development Process is
developing the script. A script is a written description of
the visual images and the sound which accompanies them.
The sequen6e' of events is usually numbered, and the
cumulative time elapsed indicated (Ely, 1980).

The first step in script pteparation is writing the script
outline. The script outline can be prepared collaboratively
by project staff and the producer, or it can be prepared by
the 'producer according' to the objectives established. A
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careful .outline`enhances the quality ,of the script, for it
.removes the danger of a vague and wandering style: The
outline shotiid not be i)erceived,,however, as an ironclad
contract. It is a tool for guiding effeEtive script

Mann & Murphy

development. '

Thq completed script outline provides the structure for
Ithe script itself, which should nclud (Ely, 1980):

..

1. An appropriate. introduction-with a statement'
of purpose;

. . .

.-
2. Clear transi onal narrative., and visual

statements within the material;

3. .Arrangement' and juxtaposition of 'e eh event,
in an effective manner; t ,

.

4. , Adequa emphasis of important points;
. ,

. .
5. Vocabulary level which is appropriate to, the

comprehension level ofthe target audience;
/

6. 'Explanation - of technical terms and
abbieviations when necessary to enable viewer
understanding; , .

r

At

1

7. Pioper nomenclature for the tools and
equipment used; .

8. Co mplete, an accurate er,seterencet to related fmaterials; , I
t

.,,
. I

9. Tethnic'ally accurate informatiOn with a
0 minimum of ' irrelevan't and

.
disruptive

information;
N

1 , . .
10. Rate of presentation (pacing) and length which 1

is appropriate LO the target at.tdience and the
'complexity of the subject matter;' and N

is

1
0 ()ti
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Generation and maintenance of viewer
interest. (IN 18)

.
To help organize script production, it may be convenient
to, use ay story,board df ybur production. A -storyboard
provides "a visual display of illustrations and , written
narration arranged In appropriate sequence. Ifistruction to
the photographer, artist, narrdtor, and/or audio engineer
are usually included" (Ely, 1980, p. 16).' To prepare the
Storyboard simply write down on separate cards the
details of each visual you intend to use, the scene number,
treatment, of . shol (bloseup, etc.), directions' for
production per,sonnel (director, photographer, etc.), and
narration, dialpgue, and sound. effects to accompany each
visual (Brown et A., 1977).

An actual production script which Contains every element
of production cani,be difficult,to read. The developer may
wish to suggest to the producer that the drafts and final
scripts preSented fot review sand approval be abbreviated.
It may be,necessary. to meet several times for revision'
and additions before the script is satisfactory.

After determining that,the script does follow the outline
faithfully and meets the stated objectives, great care
should be giVen to analyzing. whether_the .script can
actually be produced. Ideally, this analysis should be, done
by someone who knows exactly what a camera can or
cannot photograph or what, a tape recorder can or cannot
,record. If the script has been written by someone
knowledgeable in ttie content natter, but not lei' audio-
visual transidtion, it is essential that Production
feasibility be analyzedly an experienced producer.

If guidelines Mr development and script preparation are
followed carefully, the final product should meet stated
objectives and \intentions. Changes for most media
formats are difficult and/or costly to make once the
product is completed. It is possible to change a slide in a

-slide-tape presentation, or to insert or edit out a portion
of a simple audio tape, but changes in edited video tapes,
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filmstrilA, films, or sophisticatethaudici tapes and *fide-
'tape shows involve complex processes. It is for this reason
that time and attention ,to initial planning and careful

scrq3t development have been' emphasized.

Media Formats

The following discussion of major media formats is
dividea into: Slides and Slide-1-ape Presentations;
Filmstrips, Farm, Audio Tapes, Videos Videodisc, and
Televisioi. The discussion of -each of these formats
includes informa'tion on equipment, expertise rfge-ded,
relative costs,, advantages and constraints, and other
factors which should be considered in format selection:

I
Slides apd Slide-Tape Presentations

,. .

If the developer decides that neither motion nor, sou nd is
reqyired for his or her product, slides alone will protiably
serve the purpose. If motion is not "required, but sound is
needed, a slide tape may be the bek choice.

Slides are used in, a 35mm form at (2" x 2" slide 'mount).
Within 'a get, all slides should be this size and should be'
horizontal (Ely, 1980). Ely. recommends tie following
guidelines in preparing slide.pretentationS::'

1. Use color film,for-all slides.

2. Limit each slide-to' oQe main idea.

3. Use progressive disclosuie (building-up an idea,;
pciint-by-point using 'additional information in

t,

? 6

.
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each successive 'slide. - the visual, is
complete).

4. Limit each slide to 15 -20 'words and include no
more than will be dicussed.

.

Leave space- between lines (at least the "size. of
a capital letter).

5

6. 1.j§e' several simple slies rather than ones
complex slide..

.
. .

7. Use duplicate slides to refer to the same idea)at different points in the presentation.
.

8. Base:the minimum artwork letter size on the
maximum viewing -distance. The mininpm -;-

'height for all letters, word's, or phrases which
will appear in the final art' shouldbe in the
ratio 6f 1:50 of letter height to height-of final
projected area, The mininvrn lower case
letter height should be 1/8" on 6" x 9" aktwork,
but 1/4" would be_better.

9. SKvices should include all labor and materials
necessary for the. cievvelopthent o artwork
sutable for 'reproduction of 2 ic 2-inch slide :
transparencies utilizing'a 3 x 4 inch aspect

.ratio with all ctitical information contained
within the standard TV "safe area" for the
visual material. the-7Psafe area" is a -space
smaller than the TV picture tube which -is sure

' to be seen on, a commercial TV receiver-. In
.other, words, the extreme edges of almost any 1.

graphic material will probably not be seen on
the receiver and alitart work far ,TV must take.' thid factor into account.' -,....,..--

10.- Number slide mounts in 'order of their
appearance. The slide sequ'epee-numbei..shotild -N

appeal on each slide mount along the upper,
. .
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edge (to be viewed by thprojectionist), when
the slide is inserted into a, slide tray for

. ,
projection. .

11. Mount slide's in '3,5mm double, rame, plain thin
cardbpard mounts. ThL,nounts should provide
for' positive locking kg° prevent them from

41.
''coming apart during handling, shipping, and/or

storage. (p. 25)

Slides, offer the advantage of being' readily reorganized in
.order to accommodate the preferred sequence of visualS.
The sequence may beeasily edited or 'updated, Slides are
somewhat less durable than either films or filmstrips

-becatise of the frequent indidual handling that is
required or their use an ecause they are susceptible to
dampness. As Jong as a slide carousel with a locking ring
is used, the potential for disorganization and individual

., picture less is minimized. Slides must be handled,
carefully. The developer -should have a duplicate set Co
work with and keep the Nester set untpuched.
fingerprint can ruin an cirigina' -

Producing a slide presentation always requires,,a script,
regardless of whether it is to be a silent or spund
presentation. The script must give a clear indication of
what slides are to be taken% and in what oNer.they are to
be' presented. A slide show produced without this tight
structure standsta-great chance of not geteting its message
across in blear terms. A silent, one-Objector slide show iv \
the simplest kind and can reasonably be developed in-
house, provided there is a competent photographer -

available and, as stated, a clear, organized script frcirri
which to work. When working in a silent mode, dep.'s,
graphics might be -incorporated into the slides.'
l,..aboratories are now equipped to prpduce excellent slids"
frpm flat- artwork, and generajly offer free technical %
advice. The slides for a one-projector show can be
adv.ariced menually or by "an ip'audible electronic signal,
(1,000 Hz tone recorded on one track of a cassette. This
signal (also called "beep" clr "pulse") can ;be handled 15y

196)C,
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developeol, with the correct' equipment. If a slide.
'presentation with sound is to be prioduced, professional
execution of the sound 'track should be considered.:
Anything short of a *simple narrative is .dtffioult.....-tr
produce due to mixing considerations, rlevels bf
recordings, and Complex editing: ' *

Development of a multiple image slide presentation for
two ormore.projector's is best left to the expertise of
audio-visual professionals. Pretise timing is required when
working with multiple, fast-paced images, and often a
computerized systeM is needed. Multiple image

'presentations reluire -additional' devices beyond the
projectors; 'these irilude encoders to produce' ,
synchronizing signals, dissolve or fader units, and
prograhlmers., It should be' noted that -slide -products.
-accepted for commercial publication will probably be
distributed as filmstrips, which are far less expensive ,to
reproduce. .

Costs. For a simple, in-house presentation with a
straight casette norrati,-,e, the cots may not go beyond
the cost bf film; prOcess'ing, and the cassette. FUrn stoc:c
and prOcessing costs should be figured on a shooting ratio
of at least four times the number.of images shot to the
number of images actually used in the production.

alculate'backwards'fro,m the number of images indicated
in the production script to establish this figure. The cost
for a professionally prepared slide, show generally
averages between $400 to $500 per running minute.

t

An audio tape is typically used, .to accompany slide
presentations. Occasionally, however, there may be- a,
need for only audio materials. It is not necessary to go to
a professional studio tb produce a simple, quality
recording, but care and attention are required. In making

99.10'7
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a tape recording, there is no substitute for a domplete
working knowledge :of the tape recorder, that, is being
used, its capabilities and limitations. --

, ' .,
. ,

An...open reel (reel-tb-reel) systernsbould 'be Used when
producing edited tapes. Withs,this system (preferably a
four-track deck), the tape is accessible for splicing, and
the taster speeds and large surface areas permit 'precise
and accurate work . .., ta- . . .

... et
Wherirecording,'several elements come into play:

-;

,.

/

t
-'1. The recording speed relates to 'frequency

response and quality. As a rule of thumb, use
the'slocvest "acceptable speed fqr an intended
purpose,' genera'lly "either. 3-3/4', inches per
second Cips) or 74/2, ips.

.

2. The use of a proper-ly adjusted Vl.imeter dives
err' accurate measurement of, relative .sound

ti strengths and permits production of recordings
that'are dynamically-accePtable:

* .

3: When workihg with microphones,, it is
important, to consider the choice.. ;-of
microphone relative to what is 'tote recorded,
the placement of the mike(s), and ;he
acoustics of the room.

.

4.. It is important/to use 'high 'quality -tape 'with.
characteristics .appropriate for the intended
application.

5. Copyrighted music -and/or , sound 'effects
_cannot be used. Con§ult: a studio or Other
library for "cleared" Music and'sound effects.

6. The use of multiple voices on an audio tape is
recommended,for only one voice throughout.

" can betome quite boring. Rernembert9 use
,

vciices without regional accents.

.100 1 0 c.%!
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.
Cassette tape recorders should be considered when edited
tapes are not a goal or when audio-visual application is-
intended. Cassettes have been !improved t,o the point
where they now nearly rival the open -reel machine in
sound quality, and they certainly have "the`advantage of
being more portable. Top-bf-the-line cassette recorders
are equipped. withVU meters for monitoring the sound
levels and provide complete mono /stereo compatability
from machine to machine. Tape cassates are available' in
lengths denoted by their total playing time. They range
from a total playing time of 30 minutes (C-30) to 1120
minutes (0-120). Cassettes that play longer than 90
mihutes 'total are ultrathin and delicate, and should be
used for special purposes only. For more. complex'
recordings, with mixed tracks of sound effects, music, and
narration, it becomes necessary to work with a sound
engineer and/or a sound studio.

Costs. The range of costs is considerable, based upon the
complexity of the tape to be generated. If a simple taps is
required, the costs might only be the price of the cassette
or reel, which would amount to only a few dollars. If the
services of a sound studio are required, you can estimate
on at least a $35 per hour charge, with prices spiraling
when working with major studios._ Additional costs are
added if professional voices, music, and sound effects are
used.

Filmstrips

<s. The filmstrip is a series of still pictures on a strip of
single-frame 35mm film. As with slides, artwork and
photographs must bb positioned horizontally. At one time
it was necessary to photograph for filmstrips on a special
half-frame camera, but now it is possible to use a
standard 35mm camera and have the images transferred
to an internegative by a photographic laboratory. This
makes it feasible to- produce filmstrip] with no sound or

'
N

"".....-
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wit simple sound, provided that a capable photographer
andgraphic artist are, available and that objectives anti
script are clear. The ,material should be tested' in a slide
format, however, before it is transferred to filmstrip
format-(Ely, L980).

Filmstrips can be silent (with captions incorporated) or
can be accompanied by a sound program on tape or
record. If used, captions should be limited to 'two lines
(Ely, 1980), and should be nontechnical. Remember that

. because the wordt will appear white, the bottom portion
of the.4lide should be. dark. Filmstrips can be advanced
manually, by an audible signal that is laid down on the
audio track; or automatically, by' an inaudible signal that
advances the strip.

4

There are a number of good reasons for choosier
filmstrips as a format, particularly if motion is not
necessary. They ark an. excellent means of illustrating
concepts and of tying words to visuals of objects. They
are best used for a single concept or task, but the
awlication range is enormous, spanning a wide variety of
Instructional levels, from primary grades to adult
education. Fili-nStrips are especially suited to individual
paCing, as the strip can bun backwards and fliorwards, as
needed, and held on a° frame for as long as necessary.
Active participation with the incorporation of discussion
or testing questions is feasible. Information can be
condensed on filmstrips; hence; they offer an excellent-
medium for supplementing and reinforcing learning from
other experiences and for consolidating and reviewing
learning. Large or small' groups, or individuals, Can view
filmstrips easily. The equipment required for filmstrip
projection is usually relatively inexpensive and accessible.
It should be noted, However, that, unlike slide' shows,
filmstrips cannot be updated.

Cats. Filmstrips have become visually sophisticated
over the last few years, so that to produce a competitive
filmErip may mean a large investment in.,special effects
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and graphics. When producing a filmstrip with profe'ksional
production, music, and narrator, the develOPer should
estimate approximately $400 to $500 per minute, plus the
cost of internegkive preparation ($400 to $500). Special
'effects, graphics, or optics will increase the cost
considerably: The industry standard is $1,000 per running
minute. From the user's standpoint, filmstrips are
economical they are less expensive to buy than the
same cnaterial in book form with the same number of
color photographs, and they are also less expensive than
sets of slides (Brown et al., 1977).

Film

Traditionally, film rests on a four-part foundation: script,
direction, camera, and editing. Once the script is
prepared, the film becomes a collaborative effort,
undergoing many reworkings by people other than the
script writer(s), namely the director, the camera person(s)
and the editor(s). For these reasons the developer must be
extremely patient and Willing to make a sizeable
economic investment for a film project. Filmmaking
inyolve-Sthe following stages: 1) shooting scenes with a
16mm or 8mm camera (only major cornmerciar studios can
affOrd 35mm fikm production); 2) processing' film and
producing a work print; 3) editing a work print and laying
dpwri sound tracks; 4) dubbing, which is producing a
composite sound track; and 5) producing a finql-Print.

There, are ac>gritages x.to- choosing a film format,'
especially if the developer plans wide-scale distribution
for the product. It is suitable for transmission on
broadcast television, if Ihe proper persons can be
contacted and persuaded to use the product. It is a
flexible medium that can be used exactly as and when it is
required. It teach anything related to motion, present
and illustrate real life situations, and broaden
understanding well beyond a person's own experiences.
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The main disadvantage of film is economic, with
production costs continually rising.,One4optton, if film is
bejng considered, is the use of special 8mm film (Super 8).
Sdper 8 provides a form of film iess exp)3 sive, easy-to-
use; because it is contained in ,a cart's' ge, complex
rewinding or threading is usually not req fired (Brown et
al., 1977). In education, 8mm competes strongly with
16mm, particularly in the areas of Single-concept and
continuous-loop films. The most satisfactory film size for
large group_viewing, however, is the 16mm. Super 8 ,can
be used for individuals as easily as for large groups, but
because it is one-third the projected image size of 16mm,
it suffers in to of image quality, which is proportional
to area hen Super 8 films are projected on a very
bright pr jector, however, they will look sharper, If thee
Alms will be shown on television, cable transmission, or
closed-circuit TV, Super 8 is best; Super 8 originals
transferred directly to tape formats lose less in quality
than do 16mm originals. Tikre are only a few
laboratoisies in the entire country, however, with the
range of capabilities for' processing Super 8 that are fairly,
common for 16mm (they area located in New York, -
Chicago, Los Angeles, and San Francisco).

I

Costs. A typical 16mm film costs $2,000 to $4,000 per
running minute, although it is possible to ,produce an

, acceptable quality film at a little over $1,0001 per running
minute. The cast of Super 8 runs dbout one-third that of
16mrryli4rn.

Video Tape .

The state-of-the-art in video-tape production has been
advancing so, rapidly over the past few years that it is
almst impossible to keep up with current changes. These

_changes are resulting in higher quality and ease, of editing
in the 3/4" color cassette tape format. The top-of-the-
line cameras and decks now produce signals acceptable
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for broadcast, ;situation that was atrnost unthinkable justa few years ago..
. . iVideo-tape production somewhat resembles film

prbduction in terms of the stageO\ script preparation,
\I qapingf and editing. Video tape doeS not need processing,howeVer, and anything recorded can be replayed

immediately. As video tape involves electronic signali
,......._,S,which never appear as images on the tape), the skills

heeded to. produce this medium differ somewhat fromthose needed for film production. For example, the more
sophisticated editing systems now require programming
knowledge.

\

Taping a video program on location t\sually requires the
services of three persons, one on camera (and deck), one
on sound, and one to direct. More elaborate locationtapings and studio shooting sessions include lighting
personnel, additional camera persons, a person to operatethe special effects generatot, film chain, and others.
Additionally, at least one editor is required.

The production of .quality educatiOnal (video' should be
done by professional crews or producer in 3/4" format;
however, n-any edubational institutions h ve Beta or, VHS
1/2" viewing'aeoks, which meads that th 3/4" tapes have
to be transferred to 1/2". This can result in a poor quality
image because of the slower speed and the smaller width
of the tape.

Video tapes are well suited for small classrooms, closed-
circuit situations, and individual learning experiences.

Costs. Commercially producing a high-quality 3/4"color
video-tape,, master which is then dubbed to a second
generation copy would cost approximately $2,000 to$3,000 for a 30-minute cassette. It is possible, IRteyer,
to work with nonprofit resources, such as intermediate
agencies, colleges, schools, or hospitals, for shared use of
recording and editing equipment, thus reducing costs.
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Videodisc

The' videodisc is a unusual medium in that its most
frequent applications nhance the effectiveness of othe'r
media. It includes a record-like disc, a videodisc player, a
display monitor and, often, a separate microcomputer.
Like video tape, videodisc can incorporate sound, motion,
and still pictures. Because it can store up to 54,000 pieces

,,of visual information, retrieve them very quickly (as
.,.compareid with, video tape), and (with the additionof a
computer) access them according to a variety, of patterns
and criteria, the videodisc offers the potential for
'knformation storage and retrieval of visual information in '
much the same way that the computer is used to store
statistical information. Unlike video tape (which may be
electronically edited) or film (which may be edited by
splicing), a master videodisc cannot be altered: The
inforsnation is per?nanent; therefore, it is not effective as
a storage and retrieval *stem which demands periodic
updating.

e

Instructional use of the .videodisc can be very effective.
The combination of cof:cputdr capacity, extremely quick
access, slow motion, and real-time motion offers the
promise of a complete instructional package all on a
single disc. This medium, however, is no_t with bt its
draWbacks. The cost of the videodisc, player is cSmparable
tp the ,cost of a quality videocassette player.,*Addecl to
this is the cbst of the video ,display .monitor and
microcomputer.Productibn costs at this time, and for the
fopeseeable futhre, are extremely high. To make an
effective instructional videodisc, a production team is
required which includes a computer specialist, an

insquctionaLdesigher, and a content/education specialist.
Videodiscscan and are beihg produced by smaller groups,
but their quality, use of the capabilities of the computer,
and the effectiveness of the , videodisc medium are
obviously reduced: It is, unfortunately, 'just as easy to
produce a poor quality.videodisc at a great cost as it is to
put together a sloppy video tape or an inconsequential

106
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computer program. Those in the field estimate that the
design aid development time necessary to produce a
quality videodisc exceeds* actual production time of the
aforementioned by almost ten to one. Videodiscs
currently in production, or recently completed, represe t
months and often years of work, and generally include on
particular selment- of 'content -- not) an entire. course.
Some of the educational groups involved in videodisc,
production plan to offer their discs to other users in thefuture, but few are commercially available at this time.

Several educational institutions (e.g., the, Univeissity of
Nebraska, the University of Utah) have set, up videodisc
production groups to work with educational users. It)might
be possible to work cooperatively with such groups to
develop 'videodiscs which are appropriate for a particUlar
project'. The costs,' may outlpeigh the ngible
benefits at this time. Th burden of equipment pur e
could also be- trem'endous, especially when the question of
standard fOrmats has not, been settled.

Multimedia

With the arr y of -dia formats available, it is extremely'
tempting to evel p a InultiMedia product or package.
Certain objet and budgets majrindeed be appropriate
for multimedia endeavors, but some may not. Developers
of educational products 'should answer several questions
before deciding to produce a multimedia product or
package.

Is this approach the most effective for
delivering the content, or could a single media
product accomplish the objective?
Does the media -combination have. a defined
focus--that is, do all 'media have a defined
objective? . v
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Does the additional cost due to increased
production time,, equipment, personnel, and so
on, become prohibitive?
How well will the .total product fit into' an
ongoing classroom situation?

It should also be noted that a multimedia product is much
more difficult to update than a single format product. If
the developer -does choose' to produce multimedia
'materials, it would be advisable to consult an expert in
multimedia, because the coordination between, various
formats can be complex.

Television'

Television can be regarded in two ways. On one hand,
television can convey programs specifically addressing
particular audience for a particular purpose. On thetther
hand, television .programs cap attract attention to
products which have been produced and used previously.

Ely (1980) make several recommendations regarding the
preparation of vi ual materials for telev,ision: ,

)
,,

.,i -
1. Television is de'sighed: to show mokidn, nil

still, pictures. , k
, I.

......" !:: .
oi

2. Regardless of audierSpe size, the scriOt shoulid,
be aimed at the indi4dual learner (vie4.ter). ,1.'

14`

3. The sound track mu$t be directly related, Xo
the vksual elements and should tte in the actives
voice. ,.' D

4. The narration should not 'tell what is on the' ,
screen unless InterprelaTion or clarification is
necessary.or a critic oint must be stilessed.

1
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5. The script should offer a logical flow ovisual -

information. f
e-

Ere Contrast in visuals should be clear IAA not
extreme. Avoid large areas. of white since the
TV camera picks up strong light reflections
whidh cause glitter and flare.

7. Keep details in graphics and's-Fides 'supple and
bold. If a visual is "busy" or includes tbo much
material, it will be distracting to viewers.
Irregular lines are accentuated on close-ups
and unevenness of lines and lettering is
enlarged on the TV screen.

4

8. Photographs should have gdod contrast, proper '
focus and good resolution since any original
defects will be enlarged on a' TV screen. (p.
27-28) ,

The following seption presents an ooverview of four
potential options for television broadcasting: educational
stations, commercial stations, cable television, and*
closed-circuit television.

4 .0.

-Educational Television. Educational television stations'
Use the same Ultra High. Frequency (UHF) band plus 2"
format as do commercial television 'stations. Because
their funding is limited, productions are modest in ,spope
and there is a greater reliance On the use of prerecorded
programming that is not original to the station'.
Educational programs ,generally tend to communicate a
structured body of informationraideas, or skills, and are
often produced in series, as a Supplement to conventional
instruction.

Education stations are an ,ideal way to reach. a large
potential a dience at a relatively low cost. The feasibility

. of airing productions on local educational' stations can
only be determined by actual contact with the station.
Educational televisidri networks may be accessed through
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Itof

local universities olleges, publi y'se hgols,,Iibraries, and
othpr' local agenci

.
-Commercial Televi
broadcasting 'is by
waves. 1 In this cOun
transmit through the
Channels 2 through 13.
transmitters are consider
of.any but regional or nat.

xidesprea&method,of
41-Is through the air

4b1 al television stations
r,equency (VHF) band of
t4, of operating VHF

et well beyond the reach
eneies.

°11

Commercial stations currently use large format television
equipment (format for cameras and editing equipment),
but the major networks are 'changing to a 1" Type C
format. By doing so, they can achieve an equally clear (or
better) image as the 2" type, at :half the cost. Smaller"
foirl-ats, such as 3/4" video, may be transmitted through
the use, of a ,devic5,. known as a time base corrector so
that, theoretically, it would e' possible on a technical,
basis for an agency-:produced Vlareo-tape to be aired on
national television. Commercial stations, however, do not
have a strong incentive foi producing or 'airing
educational programming bece4e the profit 'motive is
lacking. Educational- programming is ,severely limited on
commercial tele,vision.

The reduction of federal `ft`indii-ig for the Public
--8Toadcastin.g Service" (Pt18) would indicate that at the

present time it may be difficult to-get network airing for
independently prpduced programming not contracted by
the network.

.

Cable Television.An alternating to open broadcasting
(either commerce or educational stations) in stnaller%
locatiOns is by cable. Complex cable systems, known as
carrier systems, offer better reception than broadcast
distribution and are less subject to interference. A Cable
network _has greater capacity and a far greater audience
involvement 'and feedback potential than broadcast,
especially_where return paths allow%audiences to respond
by .4-Nailing' with codes. Inherently, it allows for

*
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experimentation with human'interaction, and so openi.qp
poSsibilities, of _working in areas of social concern, ..
intimacy, and the like.- In theory, cable distribution is
preferable,to open broadcasting for educational purposes.
As the number .oh;transmittal channels are -not as .
restricted as on broadcast, there is far less likelihood ..cif
being constrained by time and spke.

Depending upon the city contrtct, a cable systel may
offer many producing services to the public (including
nonprofit agericies). There may \be an opportunity to
produce 'material for direct transmission live from a
studio,...or to use their 1./2" or 3/4" recording equipment'
and editing equipment for transmOsion at a later date.
Very often* there it a regOest fro 0 the cable system that
if .air time is reserved by an agency, it be as acohsistent
tie 4slot. This means that a series has to be produced,
rather than a single production. The potential for
producing for cable television is enormous, and, at this-,. time, underutilized.-

Closed:Circuit Te levision,, In its simplest form, closed-
circuit television is a single television Camera linked by
cable to a receiver...Fox educatithial purposes, it can .be
used in classrooms and lecture halls to show a group of
people small-scale objects or experiments which
otherwise could only be viewed by a few' of a time. By
l inking several receivers to the cable system, a number of
classes can be served by tone teacher. And, a longer
connecting cable allows for remote viewing of dangerous'
or inaccessible 'proceases.

The closed-circuit system is moqular d open to
, _expansion; its capability is controlled only b technical

and et- u,lumic considerations. - It is quite feasible to
produce for closed-circuit television. Emphasis should be '

.....or) content and audience, with simpler media appliFations
being the most relevant...

ti
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Even thotigh there are a number of similarities in the
'issues faced in planning for the distribution of print or
nonprint products, there are els%) important differences
which need to be considered.

As has been Llisewssed, . nonprint, products range from
simple slidp ,eresentations to professionally produced
programs appropriate for commercial television. Because'
the range of choices -is so great, it is imperative to base ,
any dissemination plan on the kind. and quality .of product
being developed. For example, --if a prodOct being
developed were of very high quality. and suitably
formatted, commercial or educational television °might
provide the disseMination vehicle. Another example could
be to take advantage of one medium to disseminate
another, as in the use of video tape to distribute what was
originally a slide-tape show.

Whatever method is selected for packaging the product
for its dissemination and distribution, a key step is to
make others aware of its existence. Options for
accomplishing this goal include the, use of brochures,_
newsletters, presentations at meetings or conferences,
and in some 'cases, the purchase of advertising spate in
'selected journals or newspapers or the purchase of radio

,or television spots. A major consideration for
disseminatiori and distribution is cost; another is the
desired outcomez A product which has potential, for
volume sales might make commercial advertising viable;
many editcatiOnal products would be more appropriately
advertised with a less ambitious approach,.

-9 S

To summarize, several of the major items to consider
wher0 making dissemination decisions include: cost,
packaging requirements, nra'ff time available for
dissemination activity, product quality, prOduct suitability
for certain media, and dissemination objective.

r)
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)
Copyrights and Permissions

o

't

The requirement and procedures for obtaining
permissions, or copyright releases for nonprint isrodutts
parallel those disciissed in the chapter on print materials.
If you plan to use arty material -- photographs, text, music
or lyrics, graphic's or 'quotes -- from a copyrighted source,
you must obtain a ,Kritten release. In some cases, a feewill 'be required. Mdriy times, use of material for
educational purposes carries only a small fee' or none atall. Fees for use of material in 'a product which will
receive widespread dissemination, or which' will be
commercially produced and:elisti.ibuted, may be substan-
tially higher: Processes for obtaining copyright releaseshould be initiated early during the planning and dev -
ment of the product/so that any fees an be inclu n
budget planning. Also, it is far easier to, substitutd
material daring the script development ph'ese than to edit
out material from a finished'product

4!0 ° o

Summary

t

,,i
Toelay's'educatonal

,

product developers have before them ,.....- ,
a spectrum of media &formats from which to choose.
Careful analysis of the intended purpose and audience in.
order to ensure use of the most appropriate niode of
presentation, ,and rigorous' attention to devdioprnent and
production processes are 'essential. Sorne firms of
nonprint media products can be produced successfully by
developers themselvesi others should be produced either
by or under the di'rection of experienced media .4professionals. It is hoped that the material in this chapter
has provided guidelines for developers to make the most
informed choices for their educatiopal media products.- ...

113 .' i 0 ., ..-
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Glossary .

audio Tape
;.1

'Cassette: A compact unit-housing a spool of 1/4" magnetic
tape and a takeup reel., CasSettes perrni&quick loading
and have a full mono/stereo compatabIlity.

Dropout: The loss" of a recorded signal during playback due,
to imperfections on the tape. Good sound tape, is
practically free of dropouts. is

Dual Track (Half-Track) Recorder: Usually a monophonic
tape 'recorder with a half-width recordin head that
makes it possible to record one track onithe tape and.,
then, by turning the tape over, record a second track in

4
the opposite direction.

Dub: A copy' of another sound recording .

FetdbEick: SoLind causedsby a syAem's microphone pickurf
of the sound output fkom its own speakers.

Fidelity: A measure of the ,degree-of dkactneas.with which
'sound is reproduced or duplicated.'

t Four-Track (Quarter-Track) Recording: A system by which
four different channels may be recorded on adjacent
tracks and mixed.

'Frequency.: The reitetition rate of cyclic energy, such as
sound, expressed in Hertz.

Frequency Range:She range between .the hi hest" and
lowest, pitched sounds which a tape recaffer can

reproduce at a usable' output.

so,
41
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Full-Track Recording: Applies to 1/4" tape only and
defines the track width as equal to the tape width.

Hertz: A unit that measures frequency (equal to one cycle
per second).

IPS (ips): An abbreviation for inches per second tape
speed.

Jack: Receptacle for a plug connector leading to the input
or output circuit of a tape recorder or related equipmea.

Leader: Special tough nonmagnetic tape which is spliced
to either end of a magnetic tape to prevent its damage.
Also used for timing betweep Musical sections.

Microphone: A device that converts sound into elecrical
signals that can be used by other pieces of audio
equipment. Microphones vary in sound quality, generating
system used, directional patterns, and impedance.
Common directional patterns inelude:

Omnidirectional: A microphone that picks up sound
fry' all directions.
parslioid, Unidirectional: A heart-shaped microphone.
that picks up sound primarily in the direction it is

,painted. It does not pick up sounds to its rear.
Bidirectional: A microphone that picks up sound in
front of and behind itself. It does not pick up sound '
from either side.

r ,

,Mixert A device by which signals from two or more
sources can be blended and fed simultaneously into a tape
recorder at proper leVel and balance.

Monoaural Recorder: A single channel recorder.
Ar.

Open Reel: Designates reel-to-reel tape recorders as
opposed to quick- loading cassette types. This is the
format for edited tapes.

115 1 23
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Pre-Amp: An amplifer that raises extremely weak signal
levels, such as those from a microphone, to a level
sufficient to drive a power amplifer.

RF: An abbreviation for, radio frequency, which is that
part of the general 'frequency spectrum between audible
sound and infrared light.

Splicing Tape: 'A special, pressure sensitive, nonmagnetic
tape used for splicing magnetic tape.

Tape Speed: The speed at which tape moves past the head
in,record or playbaci modes. The stand is 7-1/2 inches
per second (ips). Profpssional recording is often 15 ips.

VU Meter: A volume' unit meter that monitors recording
levels and maintains them within disortion limits of the
tape.

a

Film

Cut: An instantaneous transfer from one shot to the next.

Cutaway:, A shot that temporarily 'draws the spectator's
attention away from the main action to a related action.

Dissolve: A gradual merging of the end of one shot into
the beginning of the next.

Dubbing: The process of re- recording the sound track of a
film to make voice changes or adding sound to a film
after photography.

Editing`: TheThe process of assembling the shots into their
final order, cutting them to their final length, and

,synchronizing a sound track.

$.

12,1
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Fade-In: A gradual merging of the end of one shot into the
beginning of the next.

Fade-Out: A shot that gradually disdppears into darkness.

Flip Frame: The "flipping" of framocri; r9veal a new
scene; usually speeds up time.

Long Shot (LS): Shows the subject at a ditance. Also
known as the establishing shot, as it shows the subject in
relation to the surroundings.

Magnetic Sound Track: Sound waves electronically
recorded on an iron oxide tape.

Mix: Sound tracks of dialogue, narration, sound effects,
and music, lined up with the visual images, combined into
a final composite sound track.

Montage: A series of shots dissolving one into the other to
suggest a passage of.time, a journey, and so on.

Optical Sound Track: Sound track recorded on film through
a photographic process.

Out-Take: A shot not Used in the final film.

Silent Speed: Film that is projected at 16 frames per
second (16mm).

Sound Speed: Film that is projected at 24'rframes per
second (16mm).

Sound Track: A narrow path on a length of' film that
carries the sound recording.

Supers: One scene imposed overranother.

Synchronous Sound: Dialogue that is recorded at the
precise moment of photogrdphy.

117
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Work Print: An i9expensive,, low-quality print of selected
scenes used'for editing purposes only.

Filmstrip

50 Hertz System: A system for -automatically advancing
filmstrips by an inaudible 50 Hz signal on an audio
cassette. As cue tone and audio occur in the same track,
the cassette may be used in both directions. Ordinarily
prepared by commercial producers.

Filmstrip Format Ratio: A 24 x 32mm forgnat filmstrip
'which is smaller on the sidas than a 35mm format slide
(24 x 46mm). Care must be taken to keep important
information towards the center.

Pulse: An inaudible "beep" or encoded signal that advances
the filmstrip as programmed.

Slide Format Ratio: 24 x 36mm format. When taking slides
for an eventual_ filmstrip format, it is important to
remember that 2-mm on each side of the'blide will be cut
off.

°

Slide Tape

Dissolve: Ingoing and outgoing visual`' images are
superimposed for a set, period of tirrte. One ,image fades
o'ut as the other fades in.

Dissolve---Control: A device that 'controls one or ,more
projectors in such.. a way that the visual images are
supgrimposed and faded in and out at a fixed or variable
Tate. ,

(
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Electronic Pause: A cue signal other than a 1,000 Hertz
signal that commands the projector to stop automatically,
thus allowing for response time.

Encoder:_,This device is used with an formation storage
device, such as a tape recorder, to produce synchronizing
pulsedsbr signals that later decode to operate projectors in
'synchronization. It may also be known as a signal
genera or or pulsar.

Focal Length:Vhen a distance scale on a projector lens is
set On infinity, this 'is the distance from the lens to a
point behind' the lens where light rays' are focused. The
shorter the focal length of the projector len4 the larger
the image size on the Screen, given a set projection
distance.

Interlock Projector: A special type of projector used in
multiprojection systems that can be interconnected with
another projector or tape recorder to run in
synchronization.

Programmer:, multichannel, multifunction device that
can perform such preset functions (when activated by a
synchronizer) as controlling dissolves, projectors, and the
like.

Pulse: An inaudible "beep" or encoded signal alit advances
slides as programmed.

Random Access Projector: A device that allows slides to
be projected in _any "order of "sequence, regardless of
placement order in the slide tray.

Slide-Sync Recorder: An audio tape recorder with the
capability of advancing, on cue, one or more projectors.

Sound Slide Projector: A slide Oojector with a built-in
source of sound. Usually the 'sound unit coqtrols the slide
advancement automatically.
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1,000 Hertz System: system that .transmits a 1,000 Hz.,
a signal to' advance lides' automatically. The signal is

recorded on a sep ate sound track from the audio track . -

on a stereo casset e.

, Video Tape

Audio,_Cue: A word in a script to denote shifts in action,
camera position, or other technical events; in electronic
editing,saudio cues are usedAto signal edit points. 4

Beta:. A 1/2" video cassette format, differing from 1/2"
VHS for at, and not electronically compatible with it.

,--
Cassette: A container which holds a quantity of video
tape, utilizing a d ,puble reel system. 3/4" tape has
become the software standard in the United States. One-
half inch Beta and VHS cassettes are becoming more
popular for home and educational use.r .

. .

Character Generator: An electronic device
,

that displays
letters or numbers on a television screen. It is used for
direct graphics in video production and has a limited
number of alphabet faces available.

i

Chroma Keying: An electronic introduction of a:color
background into a scene.

Composite Video Signal: The video signal containing both
picture and g'ynC information.

1

E,coss-Fade (X): Fading out one video signal and fading in
another as a simultaneous movement.

Cue control: A device-on 'a video deck to advance a tape
....,. rapidlSe forsampling or for findng a desired section.

Deck: See Video-Deck.

o a...
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I

Electronic Editing: The process fOr editing video tape
using at least two 'linked video.decks. The video tape is
not physically cut; rather, seg nts of the original tape
are electronically transmitted mo a second tape and the
original tape is left intact.

Film Chain: A system of fixed television camera(s) andslide, film, or 'filmstrip projectors utilized to transmit
pibiected images through-a television system.

Master Tape: An original program produced by editing
various portions or other recordings onto a new reel or
cassette of tape. The resulting tape is one generation
away. from the original materials from which it was

A recorded.

Monitor: A television set capable of accepting composite
video signals directly from a camera, video recorder, or
closed circuit system* It is also capable pf producing a
composite video signal output from a broadcast input
signal, recording directly "off-ethe-air."

. Monochrome Signal: A black-to-white signal containing
only luminance information, capable of being received

_7 either by a black- and -white or color receiver as.a black- I
and-white image.

I.

. -
.,

Multiplexer: A unit designed to feed the projection of
slides, film, or filmstrips into one television ca ra as

' video informati(on. '

Narrative Track: Oral inforniation in support of the visual
image; also used to expand the onscreen action beyond the
confines of the moment._ It is usually recorded after the
film is edited and is "laid in" alongside the scene to which
it relates.

,
* !

. v NTSC Video Standards: The standard of the National
Teldvision Standards Committee, with 525 hoDizontal scan

' lines,. 60.frames per second. Currently used in the United
States and Japan.

.,.
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'Open Reel: Video tape mounted on an unenclosed. reel. It
is becoming less common in 1/2" and 3/4" video formats.
Video tape in cassettes is now the nprm.

Special Effects Generator (SEG): A comp Went in video
productitn to mix, switch, 'key, and otherwise process
various video signals, to creae final program signal.
AlsolnoWn as a switcher.

1 e

TV Storyboard: Sheets of paper with blank television
screens on them that are used for roughing out the actjon
of a program.

t
U-Matic: A type of 3/4" videO cassette 'system.

Ultra High Frequency (UHF): The transmission of
television on channels 14 through 83.

I
, 4

Very High Frequency (VI-F): Television transmission on
channels 2 through 13.

VHS: 7:(4
i

/2" video formff not corpatibte. with the Beta.
1)2" format.

Video Deck: An electromechapical device capable) of .

recording, storing, and transmitticig an electronic signal
which contains audio, video, and control 'information.

122
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esources:
Audi isual Materials

O

Agencies, Organization!

Association for Educational Communications and
Technology .(AECT).' 1126 16th Street NW,si Washington, D.C. 2003:6. (202) 833-4180

This agency is composed of national, regional, and
state groups whose purpose is the improvement of
education through the systematic planning,
application, and production of communications
media for instruction. .

Great Plains National, Instr,uipional Library
(GPN). ' PQ Bo 80669 Lincoln, NE`68501. (402)
472-2007 e

The GPN ev.aluitesi develops, and catalogs
instru tionaltelevisron. materials.

cNational Ce ter for AudiOtape (NCAt). University of
7 Colorad tadium Building, Boulder, CO, 80309.

(303) 49 -7341 I

A Z

This organization re-records, nd distritiutes low-
cost tape recoiled educational prOgrains and
maintains 14,000 master tapes on many subjects.

National Center, Educational Media and Materials for the
Handicapped (NCEMMH). 356 Arps Hall; Ohio State
University,. 1945 N. High St,ilet, Columbus, OH," r43210. (614) 42'2-7596. ..*-

This organization facilitates theoduction and
distributio; of instructional rnedie"5:nd 'materials

#
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designed for use in the education of handicapped
tudents.

National Diffusion Network (NDN). State FacilitatOr.
National Diffusion Network (NDN) Division,
Depa4ment of iEdudation, Riviere Building, Room
802, 1832 14,3Street NW, Washington,. D.C. 20036;
(202) 653-7003

National Institute of Education (NIE) Regional Exchanges
and Regional Educational Laboratories:

Applachfa Educational Lfitforatoi-y.. PO Bo' 1348,
Charleston, WV 25325. (304) 341-0420

CEMREL, Inc. 3125.9th Street, St. Louis, MO
63139. (314) 781-2900

McREL. 4709 Belleviewi Kansas City, MO 64112.
(816) 765-2401

McREL. Colorado Women!s College, ,Curtis Hall,
Denver, CO 90220. (303) 399 -9285

Northeast Regional Exchange. Merrimack
Education Center, 101 Mill Road, Chelmsford, MA
01824. (617) 256-3985

Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory.1 300
SW Sixth Avenue, Portland, OR 91204. (503) 248-
6800) ,

Research for Better Schools, Inc. 444 North Third
Street, Philadelphia, PA 19123. (215) 574-9300

Southwest' Educational Deyelopment Laboratory.
211 East -Seventh Street, Austin, TX 78701. (V2)
476-6861

Southwest Regional Laboratory Re,search and
Development. 4665 Lampton Avenue, Los Alamitos,
CA 90729. (213) 598-7661 Ext. 367

125
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Resource and Referral Service (RRS).National Center for
Research in Vocational Education, Ohio State '
University, 1960 Kenny Road, Columbus, OH, 43210.
(800) 848-4815 or (614) 486-3655

*The RRS will provide information on various_
agencies which can provide assistance with the
process of development of educational materials.

U.. Department of Educkion Regional Offices.
r-

Headquarters. Regional Of ice of Coordination, U.S.
Education Department, 400 Maryland Avenue SW,
Wahsirigton, D.C. 20202.

c

Region I. Regional Commissioner, Office of
Education, JFK Federal Building, Boston, MA
02203. .--c

Region II. Regional Commissioner, Office of
Education, 26 Federal Plaza, New York City, 'NY
10007.

Region III. Regional qommis§ioner, Office of
Education, 3535 New Gateway Building,

',Philadelphia, PA ' 19108.

Region IV. Regional Commis'sioner, Office ..of
Education, 50 Seventh - Street NE, Atlanta, GA
3032.3., .

- 1%
Region V. Regional Commissione r, Office. of

'Education, 300 S Wacker Drive, Chicago, IL 606116.

Region VI. ', Regioqd1 Commissioner, Office of
Education, . 1114 Commerce Stredt, Dalla, TX
75202. /-

Region ***II. Regional Commisspner, New Federal
Office Building, 601 E-12th Street, Kan-sas City, MO
64106.

A
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Region VIII. Regional Commissioner, Federal
Regional Office Building, 1961 Stout Street, Denver;
CO 80202.,

Region IX. Regional Commissioner, Office of
Education, 50 United Nations Plaza, Room 205, San
Francisco, CA 94104.

,

Region X. Regional Commissioner, Office of
Education, Arcade Plaza Building, 1-3.21 Second
Avenue, Seattle, WA 98101.

'Video tap e Network; 115 E. 62, New York, NY. (212) 759-
8735

The Videotape Network is a profit-making
organization which rents video tapes and provides
consultation in the use, %election, and production of
video programs to over 200 colleges.
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Some Guidance for the Evaluation of
Dissemination Activities
Carter Allen
LA. Kliot

0

In providing some guidance for planning and carrying out
appropriate evaluation of dissemination 'activities, it is
important first to clarify: some of our . underlying
assumptions. First, we believe that .the most worjhy

inpurpose of dissemination is to foster the plementation
of effective educational practices. Whil tthe spread of
information, the exchange of ideas, and the'enhancement
of professional capacity are all part of dissemination, the
best dissemination aims at the transfer of an educational
practice from one setting to another4 Second, we believe
that evaluation and disseminaticin are equal partners in
the transfer of educational practices to new settings. In
particular, evaluation of a practice befor& it is widely
disseminated demonstrates the social responsibility of the
program developer to' 'ensure the worth of his or hei
prictice for improving the quality of education. Third,
dissemination aimed at the implementation of a proven
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practice in a new setting includes support to the new user
of the practice, beginning with the development of
products which convey the practice and including a wide
variety of technical assistance and staff development
support.

Dissetnihation is defined here as those activities which
-promote the wider use of effective practices, and hence
includes both the distribution of 'products and the
provision of other.services in suppbrt of implementation,.
aeluation of dissemination activities is carried out to
enhance the distribution of those practices known to work
and to ensure their effective spread and appropriate use'.

I
,

The first section of this chapter discusses the nature of
dissemination, proposes three,stages in the dissemination
prOcess, and clarifies the, role evaluation' plays in this
important activity. The second section lists appropriate
evaluation questions for each, stage, and identifies
resources useful for evaluation. The third section focuses.
on product evaltiaiion in eacif of the three stages of
dissemination and discuSses,hoW product development fits
in with an overall dissemination strategy. The final
section provides full information needed to access each
evaluation resource, with brief annotations..

.-

*. Dissemination and Evaluation in Brief

What is Dissemination?- . )

20

The goal of dissemination in education is tO promote the
thoughtful and appropriate use of effective innovations.
This goal is achieVed by identifying effective innovations,
promoting awareness of inetwations among potential
users, providing information to support intelligent

a- .F, -..
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decisions about their use in particular settings, helping to
implement an innovation in a given setting, and training
others to disseminate an innovation. Dissemination
activities include developing innovatilks for dissemina-
tion, packaging these innovations so that others can use
the&i, distyibuting products that represent an innovation,
and training others in the use of an innovation, as well as
other activities ;hat contribute to accomplishing this,
overall' goal. These other activities include additional
product development endeavors, including awareness and
advocacy campaigns and establishing communication
networks through newsletters, brochures, and pamphlets.

All dissemination activities can be grouped intJ the
stage's:

:61°'1. Development of the practiceb and of the
paOkaged products thatsuppott it;

2. Demonstration of the practice at work and of
its ability to be replicated in new settings; and

3. Diffusion of. a practice to achieve implementa-
tion in new settings. ,

The Role of Evaluation in Dissemination

Educational evaluation is the systematic collection of
reliable information about educational activities. evalua-
tion improves education, by allowing educators to judge
the ,woi-th of a particular practice and'to narrow or
broaden determinations concerning the continued use of.
that practice and adjustments 'necessary to improve the
practice.

Evaluation serves' several appropriate functions iti the
4:lissemthation proces's, the most fundamegtal of which -is
to inform the program developer and other disseminators
about the effectiveness of individual dissemination
activities and of the dissemination strategy as a whole.

.
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Stich infbrmation is particulark useful in the demonstra-
tion stage, since it can help improve the dissemination
approach before substantial resources are committed to
carrying it out. For example, a teacher's guide for a
curriculum should be field tested and found effective
Before it is ,widely distributed. Evaluation can tell us if
we are ready for full-scale diffusion and if not, what parts
of our practice and our dissemination strategy need the
most attention.

The development of a dissemination systefri is as ,complex
and demanding a task as the development of an innovation
to be disseminated. It is further complicated in that
much of the action takes place at a distance and outside
of the control of the disseminator. Careful evaluation at
each stage of dissemination can bring this action within
view. Evaluation of the development stage demonstrates
the effectiveness of an educational innovation and identi-
fies its essential elements. In the demonstration stage,
evaluation shows whether or not the-practice is effective
in a variety of settings and whether or not the developfer
can support its replication by new users. Evaluation

...during diffusion activities assesses the ultimate impact of
the dissemitiation effort.

Dissemination .aciivities do not occur by mAki*c, but
require substantial resources for their accomplisETnent. If
disseminators of innovations want to be accountable to
the public for the resources they consume, then they must
provide evidence that their dissemination leads to wide-
spread use of proven practices, that it achievses such use
at an acceptable cost, and that widespread use leads to
positive impact on important educational. problems.
Appropriate evaluation prtovides evidence to defend such
claims..

14 r)Ao
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Evaluation of bissemination. /
to Dissemination Stages, Evaluation,Questions,

. * and Information Sources 0

t

I

We began this chapter byjtating thecmain purpose of
dissemination: the implefnentation of effective
educational practices in new settings. Achiev.ing this end
requires three distinct events which we have identified as
the stages of the disserninatioll process. First there must
be an effective educational practice; second, the
replicability of that practice in new settings must be
demonstrated; and third, the practice must be
successfully implemented in a variety of new settings.

Development is the creation of an effective .and
innovative educational practice, including instructional.
materials and other products that communicate the
practice. Demonetrabion includes showing the continued
effectiveness of the practice in new settings and
organizing effective developer support of new
teplications. Diffusion is the spread of the successful:
innovative. practice to achieve implementation in a
variety of new settings.

A
i

s

Development 4

. , .
In both large- and small- scale educational issemination.

c), ' efforts, the' educator who disseminates the practice is
often the educator who developed it. The guidance that
this chapter provides is for- the developer/disserfinat?r
who is aware of the potential to dist "b e widely his or
her ,practice after it° has been d oped. While
dtveloping a practice for one's own Use, here 'ate several
ideas to keep in mind that will enhance the likelihood of
disseminating the practice more widely. Development for

%dissemination includes 1) specifying the essential.

t,
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elements of the practice that make it unique, 2)-docu-
menting these essential elements so that the practice can
be understood.by others, 3) assessing the impact of the
practice on teachers and children in the development site,
4) reporting evidence of effectiveness, and 5) packaging
materials that support the description and implementation
of the practice. 0

All of these development activities involve evaluation.
The kinds of evaluation questions that are relevant to' the
evaluation of the development stage of 'dissemination are%
those that ask whether the 'practice is clea-r4 specified,
whether the practice can be implemented as designed,
whether the practice achieves the intended outcomes, and
whether the practice can be communicated to others.' In
evaluating the development of a practice for dissemina-
tion, tfie key questions center around the claims of
effectiveness made about the practice and how these
claims can be documented. While evaluation of this stage'
of dissemination is much like the evaluation of any
educatiOnal practice, the focus is on what can and cannot
be dissemingted and what will contribute to an'effective
argument for the worth of the practice1to its potential.
users. Table 1 lists a number of specific evaluation
questions for the cievOobment stage and suggests sources
of information that will help the developer answer these
evaluation Cluestiibris.

pp

A multitude of articles and books have discussed the tOpii
of cutriculu'm evaludtion from various perspectives.
Provlis (1971) presents a model most amenable for
organizing the evaluation' of a devAlopmental effort,
moving ft'bm evaluation of ,the program design through
stages of installation, process, and product evaluation to
cost-benefits analysts. Borich (1974) presents a set of
usVful articles, some of which address more directly the
evaluation of products as well as .programs. Lason
(1974)*Providesta discussion of the formative evaluation of
instructional product's,; including. many useful sample
instruments for collecting information from a variety of
respondeqs. , Borich and Madden (1977) provide' an



Table 1

Evaluation-Questions and Information Sources for the Developmental Stage--
1 r

Evaluation Questions information Sources

1. Are the essential elements of the
practice adeguatelppecified?

2. Do teachers follow the essential elements
of the practice as speciffect?

3. Do the instructional materials and other
tangible products operate as specified?

4

4. Do children served by the practice behave
as specified?

Do other parks of the practice operate as
specified?

6. Does the practice have the promised
effects'on.children?

7. Whtit does it t ost to operate the
practice?t .

P

review of ecification ddcuments
expert resew of the practice in °Oration
naturalistic study of the practice

observation of teachers in operation
teacher or child interviews
naturalistic studyof the practice

observation of children working with
interviews or ratingi from teachers
interviews of children
expert review of materi s

observations of childre
interviews or ratingof teachers and parents
interviews of, children
examinatioclot child products, to

- observation of children or teachers
intetyiews of children or teachers
naturalistic study of the practice

- parent interviews

materials

her records

standardized tests of skills and knowledge
developer -made tests of skills and knbwledge
scales of attitudes, beliefs, and other affective dimensions
observations of behavior, including counts, charts, etc.

budgets
expert cosh analyses
opportunity cost reviews

A ..
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annotated catalog of useful instruments that are readily
available. Cuba. and Lincoln (1981) indicate how
naturalistic methodS,' dan , be applied to responsive
evaluation design. The Joint Diedemination Review Panel
IDEAKYOK (Tallmadge, 1977) presents standards and
guidelines used for national approval of programs as
exemplary,. and hence, as worthy of widespread
dissemination.

Demonstration

1
G

When a developer has succeed ,d in building an effective
educational inhovation, the .next stage in the diesemina-?

4 tion procbss is demonstrating that the practice i
effective for others and that the develoRer can suppor
replication by new users. Specific developbr/disseminator
activities at 1°the demonstration stage includerl) piloting
the practice in new and perhaps different types of
settings, 2) developing staff development. and technical
assistance activities to support new users of the practice,
and 3) providing opportunities fbr potential' users to
examine the practice in operation so that the 'can make
an informed choice aborictt using the practice.

.

.1

"In essence, evaluati 'n in, the. moh tion stage provides
,',' evidence of the re dability of the innovative practice.

Cengtkers be tram ed tcr use the practice? Is the extent
, of child ate teacher change in new settings similar to that

in the dew 16pftet site? ,Dbes the °developer of the
tkpractitie pr ide adequate' .support rviee, in training,

technical a 'stance, and, progrkn ials, to enhance
the use of e prar/lk.p.....ip. new se tings. are essential
elements of he practice trWisferr,,e'a to new settings?

.' '..
Table 2 suggests a variety pf information sources that,will
help answer these and,=sicnilar .quekiOns. The sources of
information' for dbinonstration begin to address the.,/ dissemination strategy directly, while information sources

;,-, for development focus more on the quality of die

b,



Table 2
4,

Evaluation Questions and Infoirnation Sources for the Demonstration Stage

Evaluation Questions Information Sources

1. Carr the developer train Otheris."to use
the practice?

2. Dods developer technical -assi.stance helps'
others replicate the practice?

41

3. Do materials help other replicate thd
practice/

4. Is the extent of child and teacher change
in new settingrsimilar to that in the
development site?

5. Ip there evidence ttat the practice exists
10 in the original and nEw settings?

A
6. Are essential elements of the practice

transferre&to new settings?

- trainee skill assessment
observation of trainee behaviors

- interviews with trainees during training
ratings of training by participants

- logs of tecNOcal assistance delivered
ratings of technical assistance by users
observation of technical assistance provision

expert review of materials.
interviews with users of rpaterials
user rTtings of materials

testkof children's skills and knowledge
tests of teachers' skills and knowledge
observations of children and teachers
eicamination of classroom products
scales of attitudes, beliefs, and other affective dimensions

observation of old and new sites
record of funds or other resources committed to the practice
Levels of Use interviews (Loucks, New love, & Hall, 1976)

-, checklist of essential elements 1

- 'developer observation of new sites
- interviews with new users

rn
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t

practice. -Dissemination strateg ies can be assessed by 1)
testing the skills of the teachers being trained to use the
practice, 2) observing a Plot replication site with a
checklist of essential practice elements, and 3) logging
the kinds of training or other support which reguire
modification. .The evaluation tools and experience gained
through the demonstration stage become important in the
evaluatio of diffusion effdrts.

Some good sources for further discussion of this type of
evaluation are available. Fullan and Pomfret (1977)
compare and contrast various ways of defining and
measuring implementation of an instructional program.
Loucks, New love, and rbll (1976) provide a well -known
way to assess thdegree of internalization of an
innovation through lekerviews. Reinhard (1976) shows how
8 teacher training program can be evaluated, and includes
copies of instruments. Davis aQd McCallon indi-
cate how workshops care evaluated, 'including >several
instruments whidi have been standardized.,

Once the educational practice has been proven effective
and a dissemination .strategy has been test'd, the
developer is, ready for the widespread promotion of the
innovation.' A9tiyities in' this stage of the dissemination
process include publicizing the availability of the
effective practice, providing training and technical
assistance in support of the use of the practice in new
settings, and following up on the fidelity of the replica-
tion of the practice in new settings.

Evalu'ation duringtthe diffusion stage repeats some of the
evaluation activities of the two previous stages in the

a dissemination process.. On one hand, the developer
t continues to evaluate ,the effectiveness of the pradtice in

the replication.qtes. On the other hand, the deVelopay
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.must now assess the adequacy of the strategies supporting
the use of the educational practice in new settings.

The evaluation questions related to the effectiveness of
the practice in new settings, are similar to those asked
about the practice during its developMent. The evalu-
ation questions for the ,widespread diffusion of the
practice focus on awareness of the practice among
relevant audiences, the selection of the practicd for
replication, and the implementation of the practice
consistent with the soecifications of the developer. It-is
this second set of questions and the related information
sources on which Table 3 concentrates.

Diffusion is often considered the serious business in
dissemination, for through its presentation 6 program may
attract attention to itself or fall into relative obscurity,

.-- outdone by its competitors. The evaluation of diffusion
begins with the question of whether the developer's
awareness activities are effect, ,ve in making the practjce
known to the target au fences. Whether the awareness
strategy is a broadcast ailing of brochures or a presen-
ation at a professiona conference, the developer will

need to know if the activity, is effective in stimulating
rther interest from the audience. A simple way of

collecting information on awareness activities is to follow
up those activities 'by logging reqUests for further
information br services related to the practice. A follow-
up questionnaire is a useful means to ask whether or not
the materials prepared by the developer help educators
choose from among alternative practices!'

One of the most significant indicators of successful
diffusicin is the adoption of an educational practice in neW
settings. By compiling the demographic 'characteristics of
replication sites, the develbper can determine under what
conditions and 6in what kinds of sites the practice is
implemented. Through periodic visits and telephone calls
to these sites, a developer will be able to know whether or
not the new users continue with the practice. If they do
continue using the practice, it is imiortant to look at the
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Table 3

Eifaluation Questions and Informatior) Sources for Diffusion Stage
Evaluation Questions Information Source's

4
1.- Are awareness activitivs and materials

effective in promotiqiichoice of the
practice .

atit2. Do training, technic istance, and
materials enhance th replication of the
practice? .

3. What forms of support from the developer
enhance positive outcomes and continued
use?

4. What results are achieved in replication
sites?

5. If the practice is adapted to new settings,
how isat adapted?

I
.

log of requests r additiOnal services ..
records of sel i n of the practice for
implementation (e.g., purlhaset of practice materiels)

pre- and posttesting of trainee skill attainment
interviews with users of developer support services
observation of replicators using materials
ratingofAraining, techniOal assistance, and materials by
replicators

i

materials feedback forms 1I.i. ratings of training and technical assistance by replicators
ratings of support servicesiby replicators

-.
- observation of teacher andichild_behavibr
- tests of children's and teachers' skill anclIcnowledge .

scales of attitudes; beliefs,] other affective dimensions-
..

developer site visitation to I replicators
- checklist of essential elements
2**Tel/els of Use interview ( Lqucks, et al., 1976)

6. In what kinds of 'settings is the practice - records of demographic characteristics of schbol, community
implemented? Under what conditions? - organizational charts of replicating agency,,- - cost information for replication in new settings

lei * - evidence of level et commitment of resources in new sites
.7. Do new users continue to use the practice? - records of resource commitment to the view practice

site visitations over' time 1 .
- follow-up questionnaires I

Level of Use interview (LoUcks, et al., )076)
.c. . . 1

1 5 ;')
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W--

child test scores and to observe the teacherI classroom
behaviors at the new sites_to ensure that the practice has
been adopted effectively. These observations will also
showohow well the support m4teria1,4\eacher's rrianuald,
curricula,' and other materials contribute to effective
replication of the practice. Such observations and tests
done in the early stages of materials development Is what
is known as field testing, assessing the worth of support
materials and curricula'before a major diffusion campaign
begins.

Questions more specific to field testing and to 'diffusion
activities in particular must be asked in order to direct
changes, in diffusion strategies and in the primacy and
support materials. This set of questions addresses the

' developer's rolO irr the successful diffusion of -an effective
educational pgictice. What forms of support ffonf the
developer enhance tetinued effective use of the
practic6? 'DC the trail g, technical assistance and other
support services .e nce the use of the essential elements
of the practice? If materials are the basic support for
replidation, are hey adequate to support a .high fidelity
replication of. t - ractice? (Refer again to Table 3 for
questions to conside during the diffusion of an educa-
tional practice and- som- ways to collect information to
answer them.)

Bank and Snidman ,(1981) pro e specific procedures for
the evaluation- of diffusion forts oriented toward
activities in the National Diffusion Network, but
applicable to any diffusion effort. Emrick and Peterson
(1978) describe some national efforts to evaluate diffusion
efforts; both the problems encountered and the solutions
offered are intemative. Green, Ahrends, and -Afirends
(1976), Havelock and Havelock (1974), and Kepnick (1980)
provide examples of evaluations of individual diffusion
efforts.

-
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Focus on Product Evaluation

,Alleh & Kliot

In the introduction to this chapter, we said the purpose of
dissemination was to promote widespread use of
educatioVial practices that work. Products which convey
such practices are the foundation of the system that
supports appropriate replication, and developers should
give special emphasis to product evaluation during each

. stage of dissemination.

Product Evaluation During Development

During the development stage of dissemination, the
emphasis will be on documenting the essential elements of
the practice and on packaging instructional materials and
other products needed for its operation.`= The most
appropriate type of evaluation of products at this stage of
dissemination is expert review. Evaluation concerns such
a review might address include:

1. Content accuracy. Do thp products contain
accurate content, use correct terminology,
and otherwise present the content in appro-

% priate ways?
2. Face validity. Is it likely that the product will

achieve its intended purpose?
3. Internal consistency, Are the parts of the

.product appropriately coordinated, is the pro-
duct complete, and is it related to the instruc-.
tional goals of the practice as a whole?

4. Medium appropriateness. Is the correct
medium used and is It used correctly?

Review of products during the development stage of
- dissemination generally focuses on the rational analysis of

their content, format, and appropriateness in light of the
instructional objectives of the practice. Content

.15x?jfic\s,,, 14
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specialists are appropriate persons to review content
accuracy, internal consistency, and face validity.
Specialists in the media of presentation (e.g., audiotape,
film, print) can best address the appropriateness of their
use. Potential users are eeert reviewers of all aspects of
the product; they offer the perspective of those who will
be directly involved in replication of the practice.

No matter who reviews a prbdutt, it is important to
provide specific guidelines for the review. Armstrong
(1973), Far West Laboratory for Educational Research and
Development (1981), Lawson (1974), and Eash (1969)
provide a number of questions that cbuld direct such a
review. Specific questions posed or other guidelines
provided should be derived directly from a clear
conceptiob of how the product is intended to be used, and
this conception should be communicated to each reviewer.

Product Evaluation During Demonstration

In the demonstration stage of dissemination, field testing
of educational products is the central evaluation method.
The purpose of the field test is to try out each.' product
under actual' conditions 'of use to see if it performs as
desired with the intended users,. Evaluation of produ s
during the demonstration stage ensures that ese
products support the larger intent of this stage: s wing
that the practice works in new settings with appr priate
replication support.

Several specific evaluation concerns can be raised during
field testing:

1. User reaction. What is the reaction of users
to the product?

2. Adaptability. Is the product readily adaptable
to the local situation?

3. Acceptance. Do teachers and students accept
the new product?

145
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Continued use. Is interest expressed by users
in the continued use of theproduct?

5. Modgic-ations. What changes are needed at
sitei where the product will, tie used (e.g.,
structural mqdification in the teaching/learn-
ing space, Special training .for using the
product)?

Observations, interviews, ratings, questionnaires, arid
other means may be used to .determine if the products are
being used as intended and .if their use leads to the
intended outcomes. Field-test-users can make° notes in
their copies 'of the materials where particular problems
arise, for later follow-up by the tie-roper. Children can.
be obseried a# they use instructional materials to
determine areas of particular success, or difficulty.
Student error patterns in tests and other evalUations of
learning can be examined to identify places at which
instructional products may be misunderstood. Borich
(1974), Borich and Madden (1977), Fullan and Pomfret
(1977), and Lawson (1974) all provide useful guidance for'
such effort .

Product Evaluation During Diffusion

Developer/disseminator activities during this stage
emphasize the provision of replibation support, including
careful monitoring of the fidelity of practice implementa-
tion at replication sites. As with much of evaluation,
evaluation of products at this stage ultimately rests on
the assessment of the effectiveness of those products.
The focus of product evaluation at this stage of the

idissemination process is on how effective the product is in
helping teachers teach and in helping learners learn, that
is, on educational impact. Educational impact refers to
change or gains in the direction of the stated goals of the
edudational practice being disseminated.
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Table 4 .,

Sample Materials Feedback Pdstcard
for Print Products

Project Publications Survey

PRODUCT:

After reading and reviewing this publication, please answer the questions
andl return to Project simply by dropping this card in the mail.

Overall, this information is: ( ) useful (1 not useful ( ) interesting
( ) neot interesting .

Which section did you find most useful?

I will use the information in this' publication to

is

I ( ) will ( ) will not share this information with my colleagues, because

. Comments

s

At the diffusion stage, the developet is not often around
to determine how products are used, and hence must rely
on surveys and other instruments to find out if they
function as intended. Simple feedback postcards, witl1
return postage prepaid, can be included with each
product; Table 4 presents a pample postcard for pri
product feedback, Th61 postcards provide an indication of
the immediate reaction of the user to the product,
because they are most often returned soon after the
material is received. If distribution lists of products are
maintained, then surveys can be sent to a sample of users
some 'time after the product is, received;' this allows

1 5'. 147 ,)
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Table 5

Sample Materials Feedback Form
for Print Products

PRODUCT NAME:

PURPOSE: Your feedback helps 'us to judge the usefulness of this
product and to improve similar efforts in the future.

Please answer each question beldw which apples to you.
Include comments in the spaces indicated or on the back.
Return the completed sheet in the envelope provided no
stamp is necessary. Your answers will be combined
with others of the target audience and are completely
anonymous.

Thank you for your help!

1. Did you receive this product? (-) yes ( ) no ( ) Pm not sure

2. How many persons orproje_cts did you contact for fuhher information''

3. How many persons or projects contacted you for further information?,

4. Did you engage in any collaborative ventures as a result of this effort?

) no ) yes (desgibe ip the comment section below)

5. fbid you make use Of this product in other ways?

( ) no ) yes (describe in the comment section below)
, .

6. Comments:

!"---4. v U
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Table 6
Sample Print/Nonprint Evaluation Form

(This portion to be filled out by the developer.)

(Circle) Film, Filmstrip, Motion Picture, Audio Tape, Slide/Tape, Sound
. Filmstrip, Videotape, Manual, Curriculum, Guide,

, Other

Title

Reviewed by Date

Recorumended Audience

Objective(s)

CONTENT (Brief description of the material):

(This portion to be filled out by user.)

Is the content valid, correct, and truthful' Yes No
r 4 .

DoeVis Material provide additional' desirable information which is above
and b yond what you can now provide with m erials used in this context?
Yes No If yes, what/

Oblectives: Explicit and s ated Implicit (niistated)___ Not evident_
Cditent: Superficial oo detailed -- Well-balanced

!
_ . _

Authenticity (audiovisual). Acceptable Not acceptable

Vocabulary/Readjng Level: Excellent Good Poor
Organization and Continuity: Excellent Good POor

Photography or Format: Poor
Sound (audio): Excellent 7ood oor

User's Guide or Manual (for audioVisual): Excellent Goode Poor
'General Rating: Excellent Good Poor

Recommended far Future Use Yes '1\lo

Please writeadditional comments on the reverse side of this form,

Note. Adapted from Guidelines in media production by Donald P. Ely. Used
by permission.
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questions to focus on the degree of use and on the impact
of the product. Table. 5 presents a sample materials
feedback form. More detailed evaluation forms can also
be designed which assess clarity of objectives, content,
vocabulary and reading level, organization, format,' and
general rating. A sample form is provided in Table 6. Bank
and Snidman (1981), BMW (1975), Kinnick (1980), and
Lawson (1974) provide, various ,methods to address such
questions.

Concluiion

)The goal of d ssemination,in education is to promote the
appropriate se of e ctite educational innovations.
These innov tions include nstructional practices and the
products required to support these practices.

.Dissemination stages'include developrinetc-it, demonstrationp
and diffution; throughoUt each of these stages, evaluation
must be an ongoing activity. The developer must collect
information on the effectiveness of th practice and/or
product, in order, to make modifications and in, order to
ensure that the final praaices and products ha\he proven
their effectiveness.
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AnnotatedReference/Resource List

Armstrong, J. R. (Ed). A source book for the evaluation
of instructional materials and media. Madison:
,University of Wisconsin Special Education
Instructional Materials Center, 1973. (ERIC
Document Reproduction Service No. ED 107 050)

,..
This sourcebook provides a generalized model for
the evaluation of instructional materials and media.
This model was developed for use by the
Instructional Materials Centers, Regional Media
Centers, and Regional Resource Centers. Discussed
are systems for the identification and classification

eof instructional products, a %pecific process for the
classification of information, on , instructional
products, methods of assessing teacher response to
products, techniques for the evaluation of products,
and sequential analysis as a tpacher judgment
summarization, technique. Appendices contain
forms discussed in,the text and a bibliography.

Bank; A., & Snidcnan, N.C. Guidebook for evaluati40
:Elissemipiation activities: Resources for NDIN

practitioners. tos Angeles: Center for the; Study of
Evaluation, University of California at Los Angeles,
1981.

This set of materials was developed to assist
practicing disseminators in improving the evaluation
of their activities, It includes general advice on-
eu.?luation planning, specific lists of evaluation
questiohs, an sample instrunients in t1-1e areas of
internal ojbct management, certified trainer
pperations, awareness, training of adOpters, and pre-

-'.,, .4id pdstin tallation activities. While some of the
material is specific to projects funded through the
National DiffusiD, Network: much of the material is

$
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applicable to any dissemination effort directed at
the adoption of .effective practices through the
provisign of training. These materials are most
eltpropriate, to the stage of diffusion, as described in
the text of this chapter:

Bliel, G. E. Evaluating 'educational materials. N.Journal of
Learning Disabilities, 1975; a, 12-19..

This article pres nts an introduction to materials
evaluation and is intended to stimulate the educator
to pose the r' ht questions before materials are
purchased. Criteria for subjective, personal
judgment and for objective, measurable evaluation=
are offered. The author presents guidelines for
materials evaluat ed on two key steps: ask
the right questions and be prepared to use, the
answers.

Borich, Gary D. (Ed.). Evaluating educational programs
and products. Englewood Cliffs, NJ: Educational
Technology Publications, 1974.

Thi useful' collection of articles abeut the
form tive and summative evaluation of educational
progr ms and products includes sections on roles and
conte is for evaluation, models and strategies,
nibtho s, and techniques.. A pidiogue identifies
some useful standards for such evaluation; ran
epilogue describes the implications for evaluatieo of
evident trends in the use of educational programs
and products.'

Borich, G. D., & Madden, S. K. Evaluating classroom
instruction: A sourcebook of instruments. Reading,
MA: Addison-Wesley Publishing Co., 1977.

This u eful catalog of many instruments t,hat can be
used o evaluate classroom instruction provides full
ac ss information and a thorough annotation for
ea h instrument.

I 6 )
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Davis, L). N., & McCallon, E. Planning, conducting, and
evaluating workshops. Austin, TX: Learning
Concepts, 19,74.

A useful guide to workshop development which
includes a system for workshop evaluation.

---1
Eash, M. J. Assessing curriculum materials: A

preliminary instrument. Educational Product
Report, February 1969, 18-22.

N.This brief article presents an extensive instrument
developed for the evaluation of learning materials
from the standpoint of objectives, organization, and
methodology. The instrument is presented in full,
and could be readily used for expert review of
instructional materials.

ERIE Institute (formerly Educational Products Information
Exchange). 475 Riverside Drive, New York, NY
10027. ,

i The objective of this organization is to analyze and
collectqfter data on instructional materials, audio-
visual equipment, and testing equipment. It
publishes EPIEgram, a semimonthly newsletter, and
EPIE Reports, eight times each year.

' .
..

t Emrick, J. R., & Peterson, S. M. A synthesis of findings
across five recent studies of educational
dissemination and change. San Francisco: Far W
Laboratory for Edtcational Research and
Development, 1978.

This'review briefly summarizes five major studies of
recent nationwide disseminaVon efforts, drawing
some broad conclusions regarding effective
dissemination strategies. The.methodology of each.

.., studyAs briefly descriad, including, the- sources of
information used; some of these methods could be

.

I
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readily a3p1FeN., to the study of individual
dissemination efforts.

Fullan, M., & Pomfret, A.,- Research sn curriculum an
instruction implementation. ReAw of Education
Research, 1977, 47, 335-397.

An extensi.ve review of studies on the definition and
neasurement of implementation, this, article
compares and contrasts various sources of
information for determining the extent . of
implementation of an innovation.

Green, D., Ahrends, J. H. & Ahrends, R. 1. A study) of
41: dissemination and diffusion of R & D products in

twoeacher training networks: Individually Guided
Education and Florida Teacher Centers. Portland,
OR: Northwest Regional Educational; Laboratory,
1976. (ERIC Document Reproduction Service No. ED
163,019)

This research report presents all evaluation of a
specific diffusion strategy which included several
one-Week workshops for the development of
educational training consultants who would in turn
train' others. Several sources of information were
used, including document review, interviews, and
questionnaires. Methodology, results of the study,
and copies of instruments are presented:

:47

Guba, E. G., & Lincoln, Y: S. Effective evaluation:
Improving the usefulness of evaluation results
through responsive and` naturalistic approaches. San..
Francisco: Jossey-Bass, 1981.

V
A useful presentation of how naturalistic evaluatipn
methods can result in practical and useful findings.

Handbook for review and validation of Teacher Corps
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products and practices. San Francisco: Far West
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Laboratory . for Educatignal Research and
Development, 1981..

This handbodkprovides Teacher Corps project
personnel with general guidelines for assessing,
educational products and practices. It focuses on
assuring the quality of project-developed practices
prior to dissemination. It includes a product, rating
form with useful de'velopment and evaluation
guidelines for the developer of educational products.

.6

Havelock, M. C., & Havelock, R. G. Project LINKgR:
Case study of the Merrimack Education Center.
Washington, D. C.: National Institute for Education,'
1974. (ERIC\Document Reproduction Service No.
ED 094 728)

This case study 'demonstrates 'the application of this
approach to the evaluation' of an agency linking
local, school districts to information and program
resources. Infojnation sources include interviews
of center staff and client's.

Kinnick, Mary K. 'Summative evaluation: Promising
practices diffusion,p5ojectf. Corvallis: Oregon State
University, 1980. '7,KERIC.Document Reproduction
Service No. ED 193 497)

This ,eva uation of a state-wide diffusion system
included both surveys and interviews as information
sources, and addressed the impact on several groups
of both prodUcts and activities of the project.

Klein, S. S. Toward consensus on minimum criteria fot,
educational products. Paper presented at AERA
annual meeting, fan Francisco, April 1976. (ERIC
Document ReproduCtion Service No. ED 147 318)

1

This papef`explores the criteria that may be used in
making decisions about educational products.
Criteria discussed include desirability, practicality,

.
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'intrinsic quality, product development,, effects on
users, and spinoffs.

Lawson, T. E.- - FormatigaInstructional product
evaluation: Instruments and strategies. Englewood
Cliffs, NJ: Educational Technology Publications,,
1974. t
This volume presents a compilation of evaluation

strategies which include bath validated and

nonvalidked instruments. These procedures were
developed to provide useful formative evaluation
within the Sanders and Cunningham model,rwhich is
presented briefly. A number of usable instruments
are included in a form suitable for reproduction.

jioucks, S. F., Newlove, B. W., & Hall, G. E. Measuring
levels of use of the innovation: A manual for
trainers, interviewers, and raters. .Austin:
Research and Development Center for Teacher
Education, The University of Texas, 1976.

Levels of Use is a variable describ g the beyviors
exhibited by individuals as th elop from Lgck of
knowledge of an inndvation- to highly sophistiated
use of the practice: The dimension of use, described
in eight levels, describes what individuals actually
do with an innovation, from their initial lack 'of
knowledge through familiarization with it and

preparation for use, through the gradual
development of skills necessary for use to become
routine, and finally to N>aVous levels of refinement
of the innovation. A focused -interview procedure
has been devek)ped to measure Levels 'of-Use and is
described. in this article. Interviewers use a

branching format based on certain decision points,
and probe for additional evidence of Levels of Use.
The 20-minute long interview appears to the.
interviewee to be a casual conversation al;lout how
the innovation is being used.

g
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Prouus, M. Discrepancy evaluation 'for educational

program implovement and assessment. Berkeley,
CA: McCutchan Publishing, 1971.

.°1A presentation of an evaluation model particularly
aimed at the evaluation of discrete developmental
programs in school settings. S' anes of the model
include design, installation, process, product; and
cost eialuation.

Reinhard, O. L., et al. Evaluation designs for the
Improving Teaching Competencies Program
dissemination strategies. Portland, OR: NOrthwest

egional Educational. Laboratory, 1976. (ERIC
Document Reproduction Service No. ED 128 432)

This report presents a comprehensive evaluation
design for the dissemination of a teacher training
program. The design is explained, and instruments
and other information sources are pro4ed.

Robinson, M. Planning for feedback. San rrancisco: Far
West Laboratory for Educational Research and
Development, no date.

P'ann ng for Feedback presents a succinct ands,
usefu list .of steps for obtaining and using feedback
in a workshop.

.

Tallmadge, G. K. The joint disserlination review panel
IDEABOOK. Washington, D.C.: National Institute
of Education, 1977. (ERIC Document Reproduction
Service No. ED 148 329)

This volume indicates the types of evidence that are
'f used by the JDRP to decide if programs are
effective, and therefore disPeminable as exemplary
throUgh the National Diffusion Network. This
volume gives a_clear, although somewhat limited,
presentation of some of the concerns in convincingly
demonstrating the effectiverless of child programs.

I °ut.)
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Yeager, J. L. Evaluation as an essential tool in the field
testing and dissemination of educational products.

ii. SRIS Quarterly,,1968, 1, 20-22.

I

Developm-ent, field trial, and dissemination are
presented as three stages that precede the general
adoption of an educational innovation. The role of
evaluation in this process is discussed in general
terms.
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